2011 Annual Donor Report
Dear Friends,

As we near the end of “Together We Reach, The Campaign for the University of Utah,” it is clear that the most ambitious capital drive in the University’s history will prove to be its most successful. For that, we have you to thank.

Your hard work, commitment, and generous support have enabled us to raise more than $187.3 million in gifts during the past fiscal year, bringing the campaign total of gifts and pledges to an impressive $1.1 billion. These funds will fuel the University’s mission to serve the people of Utah, the nation, and the world through the discovery, creation, and application of knowledge; the dissemination of knowledge through teaching, publication, artistic presentation, and technology transfer; and community engagement.

This is an exceptional time for the University of Utah. Our entry into the Pac-12 conference this year is a validation of our achievements as one of the world’s foremost research universities. The Pac-12 provides us with a platform for academic collaboration with our peer institutions and opportunities to extend the reach of our message. With our stature and reputation at new heights throughout the world, we have the ability to attract top students and outstanding faculty, who are committed to preparing graduates to help shape the future of their communities, the nation, and the world.

Yes, thanks to your contributions, we are well positioned for the future, but your continued support is essential to ensure our momentum. I hope you share my pride in what we have accomplished together and my excitement about what we will do to strengthen Utah’s flagship university for the generations yet to come.

Sincerely,

A. Lorris Betz, Interim President
The University of Utah
Thanks to the overwhelming generosity of many U alumni and friends during the past year, Together We Reach: The Campaign for The University of Utah is nearing its goal of raising $1.2 billion to further its academic and research missions of excellence.
HIGHLIGHTS OF CAMPAIGN SOURCES

July 1, 2005 – June 30, 2011

Alumni .......................................................... $124.3 million
Non-alumni ....................................................... $62.5 million
Corporations and Corporate Foundations .............................................. $134.4 million
Public Organizations ................................................ $45.5 million
Private Organizations ........................................ $325.0 million
Other Organizations ........................................... $50.8 million
Sponsored Projects ........................................ $290.0 million
Planned Gifts ................................................. $49.2 million
University Hospital Foundation ........................................ $3.0 million
Three tiers of volunteer leadership provide a broad base for campaign counsel and support. These individuals, from across the country and close to home, lend their expertise, advice, guidance, and serve as University of Utah ambassadors.

**PRESIDENT’S SENIOR ADVISORY COUNCIL**

Members of the President’s Senior Advisory Council are distinguished leaders and philanthropists who share a long tradition of supporting the University of Utah.

Edwin E. Catmull  
Ian M. Cumming  
Ezekiel R. Dumke, Jr.  
Spencer F. Eccles  
Jon M. Huntsman, Sr.  
Carolyn Tanner Irish  
J. Willard Marriott  
Richard E. Marriott  
John A. Moran  
Chase N. Peterson  
John Price  
Rocco C. Siciliano  
John E. Warnock

**PRESIDENT’S CAMPAIGN CABINET EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**

The Executive Committee of the President’s Campaign Cabinet is a select group of extraordinary volunteer leaders who support a broad array of philanthropic interests at the University of Utah.

A. Scott and Jesselie B. Anderson  
H. Roger Boyer  
Anthon S. Cannon  
Randy L. Dryer  
Lisa E. Eccles  
Clark D. Ivory  
Claudia Skaggs Luttrell  
James L. Macfarlane  
James Lee Sorenson  
Betsy D. Thornton
PRESIDENT’S CAMPAIGN CABINET

President's Campaign Cabinet members are distinguished volunteer leaders who provide advice, counsel, and support to schools, colleges, and areas throughout the University of Utah.

Alene E. Bentley – University Neighborhood Partners
Louis H. Callister, Jr. – College of Pharmacy
Steven F. Chao – College of Humanities
Sue D. Christensen – Utah Museum of Natural History
Todd J. Cook – Kingsbury Hall
Gary L. Crocker – College of Science
Annette P. Cumming – College of Nursing
David A. Duke – College of Engineering
Ezekiel R. Dumke III – Athletics
Laurie J. Eastwood – Red Butte Garden
Spencer P. Eccles – Tanner Humanities Center
Dean D. England – David Eccles School of Business
Cecelia H. Foxley – College of Education
J. Floyd Hatch – Athletics
Christine C. Ivory – Tanner Dance Program
G. Frank Joklik – College of Mines & Earth Sciences
Michael C. Korologos – J. Willard Marriott Library
Donald A. Lewon – College of Social & Behavioral Science
Kathryn Lindquist – Lowell Bennion Community Service Center
Roger M. and Mary Lowe – College of Social Work
Peter William Madsen – David Eccles School of Business
Jane A. Marquardt – S. J. Quinney College of Law
Mark C. Miller – University Hospital Foundation
Anne E. Milliken – KUER 90.1
Stirling D. Pack, Jr. – College of Social & Behavioral Science
Leon and Karen Peterson – School of Music
Barbara K. Polich – College of Nursing
Marcia P. Price – Utah Museum of Fine Arts
Jonathan M. Ruga – S. J. Quinney College of Law
Thomas F. Rugh – College of Fine Arts
Margot L. Shott – Pioneer Theatre Company
Amanda Pahnke Simmons – Virginia Tanner Creative Dance Program
David E. Simmons – College of Health, College of Humanities
L.E. Simmons – Honors College
Michael Stransky – College of Architecture+Planning
Jeffrey E. Wright – Office of Undergraduate Advancement
Dear Friends,

On behalf of all of us at the U, thank you for your generous financial support during the past fiscal year (July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011). I am pleased to report that total gifts to the U during this period totaled $187.3 million.

Your generosity makes it possible for us to provide scholarships that alter lives; attract the finest teachers who help educate our future leaders; retain world class researchers who help unlock the keys to critical discoveries and cures; expand our commitment to the arts on campus; broaden our outreach to the greater community; develop new initiatives in law, business, and science; strengthen our athletic programs; and provide a world-class education and experience to our students.

As illustrated by the stories in this 2011 Annual Report, the impact of each and every gift ripples far beyond the campus to affect lives statewide and throughout the nation and the world. In recent years, your support and gifts have enabled us to pursue an aggressive building boom on campus, win a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, witness record student enrollment, enjoy multiple bowl appearances, recruit outstanding national scholars, outpace giants in technology transfer and start-ups, move into the prestigious Pac-12 Conference, among many other celebratory accomplishments.

As we move forward to meet our promise to become one of the world’s leading educational and research universities, your continued partnership and commitment are crucial to help realize our vision.

Thank you.

Yours Truly,

Fred C. Emplin, Vice President for Institutional Advancement
The University of Utah
GIFT TOTALS—$187,348,731
Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011

DONORS (in millions)
- Alumni, $12.5
- Public Foundation, $7.0
- Corporation, $60.0
- Private Foundation, $46.6
- Non-Alumni, $39.1
- Other, $22.1

DESIGNATIONS (in millions)
- Research & Technology, $47.2
- Public Programs, $51.9
- Students, $17.0
- Faculty, $8.0
- Academic Programs, $20.8
- Facilities, $42.4
GIFT TOTALS SUMMARY BY FISCAL YEAR, 1970-2011
(in millions)
It’s clear that nursing education in the U.S. has evolved considerably since the days when nursing students practiced giving injections to an orange. However, at the University of Utah, nursing education has not just evolved; it has been transformed by the newly renovated College of Nursing building.

The extraordinary five-story Annette Poulson Cumming Building, named with a $5 million gift from Ian Cumming in honor of his wife and College of Nursing alumna Annette, represents a bold model for the future of nursing education.

In this meticulously planned building, the nursing student experience is unparalleled in its breadth, depth, and innovation. The light-filled corridors and open collaborative spaces seamlessly give way to state-of-the-art experiential labs that place nursing students squarely — and uncannily — into diverse real-world situations where patients — realistically portrayed by computerized mannequins — routinely suffer heart attacks or give birth; where loved ones — professionally played by local actors — often panic and try to interrupt nursing care; and where the computerized mannequins — rigorously programmed by the technical staff and teaching faculty — mimic the unpredictability of human disease and illness.
All this takes place in the College of Nursing’s Intermountain Healthcare Simulation Learning Center. Made possible by a $4 million gift from Intermountain Healthcare, this 12,600 square-foot virtual hospital is a cornerstone of the new building. The center is appointed with the same technology and equipment that health-care professionals would find in a “real” hospital such as state-of-the-art electronic health-records systems, nursing stations with true-to-life monitoring equipment, medication dispensing units, and more. One part of the Simulation Learning Center is devoted to routine patient-care where students draw blood or treat a diabetic patient. Across the hall, the center is dedicated to intensive care where compliant mannequins suffer repetitive heart attacks or other severe healthcare emergencies. Indeed, the ICU is so realistic that it could be used as a triage area in the case of a widespread emergency in the Salt Lake Valley.

The mannequins come in various shapes, sizes, ethnicities, and ages, including child- and infant-size, which helps expand and diversify the student-learning experience. Simulation-based learning enables College of Nursing students to respond to real-life, patient-care management situations, as they would occur in a hospital or in-patient setting, but in the safety of a structured, practice environment. Students gain clinical reasoning skills, confidence, and hands-on experience that empower them to move confidently into their careers.

“The opportunity to renovate this building,” reflects Maureen Keefe, Louis H. Peery Endowed Chair and dean of the College of Nursing, “was to say, ‘Let’s dream about what the future of nursing education should look like,’ and then design that into the building.”
“Expansive views create expansive minds.”

Terry Tempest Williams, Naturalist and author

The Environmental Humanities Education Center

The vast landscape of Montana’s Centennial Valley not only inspires and rejuvenates visitors, but also, thanks to the support, vision, and partnership of life-long naturalists and philanthropists, John and Melody Taft, it helps educate and expand minds.

The support provided by the Tafts enabled the University of Utah’s College of Humanities to establish the Environmental Humanities Education Center in Centennial Valley as a pilot program. The center was created through a partnership between the College of Humanities and the International Center for Earth Concerns (ICEC), a nonprofit group dedicated to conservation and education. The center will engage the unique lens of the humanities to enhance and expand education for the protection of wildlife and wilderness and will be dedicated to serving as a site for innovative educational experiences that initiate visitors of all ages into the ecology, history, wildlife, and conservation value of the Centennial Valley.

From its enormous wetlands — the largest in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem — to its spacious upland grasslands and rugged mountains, the Centennial Valley offers a rare opportunity to explore an environment of incredible ecological diversity. The center offers visitors unparalleled opportunities to explore, study, imagine, and create in a singular wilderness area.
The Environmental Humanities Education Center really grew out of our life-long conservation and educational work in Montana, California, and Africa. The first step was to stop the deterioration of the buildings and the land and restore them to their historical vibrancy. Then put them to meaningful use. We believe that this partnership with the College of Humanities is the key to making this dream a reality.”

John and Melody Taft

“The Centennial Valley is a rich source for multidisciplinary approaches to research and learning. In addition to varied workshop opportunities, diverse research possibilities also abound in scientific areas such as wildlife habitat, stream, and riparian restoration as well as historical research into the lives of those who made the valley their home.”

Mary Tull, Director, Environmental Humanities Education Center

The Environmental Humanities Education Center’s facilities are located in the fully restored ghost town of Lakeview, Montana, along the Idaho border. Before the project began, the buildings and the land around the town were in an utter state of disrepair. A $4 million investment has transformed the abandoned ghost town and its surroundings to nearly historically loyal condition. Along with extensive cleanup and re-landscaping, renovated facilities include guest cabins, a student dorm, a conference room, a dining hall, and other amenities. The center has been specially designed to host educational and academic conferences and retreats and can accommodate up to 24 adults in its cabins and 16 students in the dorm; camping options also abound.

John and Melody Taft’s commitment has not only allowed for the restoration and revival of the site and its historic buildings, but also provides staff and programming support for two years.

During its inaugural 2011 summer, the center successfully hosted several seminars, workshops, and courses, including, most significantly, Ecology of Residency with Utah naturalist-author Terry Tempest Williams. Summer 2012 promises to be equally enriching. From an eco-theology seminar to be co-led by BYU faculty and the U to other innovative educational experiences, the programs will be varied and unique.
Understanding the Genesis of Colon Cancer through Enzymatic Processes

Can misbehaving enzymes potentially promote cancerous growth? Scientists at the University of Utah’s Huntsman Cancer Institute (HCI) have discovered that enzymes gone awry indeed seem to play a critical role in the genesis of colon cancer.

Led by David Jones, PhD and Brad Cairns, PhD, a team of HCI scientists has identified a new function of the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene that, when lost, can trigger the enzyme system in question — DNA demethylase — to initiate a process that leads to colon cancer. Like the act of flipping an “on-off switch” in cells, the involved cells veer off course and ultimately develop into something harmful. The APC gene mutation is associated with 85% of all colon cancer in patients with no prior family history of colon cancer. The enzyme may also cause mutation in other genes that cause or worsen other types of tumors.

In normal cell development, DNA methylation is a crucial chemical process that dictates how DNA is read and interpreted by a cell. It is a constant and necessary feature in healthy cell development. However, if the process goes awry, the cell is no longer able to follow the “recipe” for what it is supposed to be. In the case of colon cancer, as Dr. Jones explains, “When the APC gene mutates, the cells that are supposed to become colon cells can’t read the colon cell recipe properly and they become irregular cells.” An important take-away is that the APC mutation in and of
itself does not cause cells to grow out of control. It triggers a process that causes cells to grow into something they are not meant to be - cancer.

It was previously recognized that DNA demethylase was evident in early-stage tumors*. However, there was no evidence of a link to a gene mutation. Through their work with human and zebrafish tissues that showed APC mutation rates and high levels of DNA demethylase activity, Drs. Jones and Cairns were able to definitively link the enzyme system to a corrupted DNA methylation process, which in turn led to an abnormal development of intestinal and colon cells. They also found that normal development is restored once the DNA demethylase is disabled. The question for scientists now is how to inhibit the misbehaving enzymes.

Colon cancer is the second most common cancer in the United States and causes about 50,000 deaths a year. The research and discovery by Drs. Jones and Cairns will help us develop a fuller understanding of the mechanics of APC mutation and DNA demethylation and move us closer to the development of a drug or gene therapy that arrests, retards, or restricts DNA demethylation in healthy human intestinal and colon cells.

Founded less than 20 years ago with a $100 million initial gift from Jon M. and Karen Huntsman, and now supported by thousands of contributors, HCI has rapidly developed into a preeminent leader in cancer research and treatment. Celebrated for its collaborative approach, scientific breakthroughs, and cutting edge facilities, it attracts top scientists from around the world who strive to develop and innovate new treatments so that patients with cancer can live longer, more comfortable, and higher quality lives.

Dr. Cairns hopes that in the case of the APC mutation, additional research will eventually lead to new therapies and drugs whereby, “The inhibition of demethylase may allow us to both prevent and treat certain cancer types.”

The Eccles Fellowship is the first step toward establishing Mormon Studies at the U. The endowment campaign will make permanent this national fellowship as well as the study of Mormonism at the University of Utah.

Robert Goldberg, PhD, Director, Tanner Humanities Center

Tanner Humanities Center Launches First National Mormon Studies Graduate Research Fellowship

At a time when the academic study of Mormonism is burgeoning, the Tanner Humanities Center at the University of Utah is leveraging a seed grant from the George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation to make graduate research fellowships in Mormon Studies a permanent offering at the U.

An initial $36,000 seed grant awarded in 2009 by the George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation enabled the Tanner Humanities Center to establish two one-year fellowships in Mormon Studies. The fellowships fund doctoral students from any American or international university to spend one year in residence at the Tanner Humanities Center researching the history, theology, and culture of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and its members.

The Eccles Fellowship in Mormon Studies is the only graduate research fellowship of its kind in the country. It already has drawn interest from a national pool of exceptional doctoral candidates. The 2010-11 Eccles Fellow, Boston University PhD candidate Kate Holbrook, began her one-year residency in August 2010. Ms. Holbrook's research examines LDS food culture and how this has affected the relationship between Mormons and the broader society.
The 2011-12 Eccles Fellow, Max Mueller, a PhD candidate at Harvard University, began his residency in August 2011. In reflecting on what drew him to apply for this fellowship, Mr. Mueller states, “This fellowship is one of a kind in the nation. It provides a home base to explore the great archival resources in Utah’s various research libraries, including the J. Willard Marriott Library’s important holdings in 19th and early 20th centuries Mormon writings. As valuable as access to the written material is, studying the history of Mormonism in Utah allows me to experience the unique ‘sense of place’ inherent to Utah. I also was drawn to the Tanner Center and the University of Utah because of the groundbreaking work going on in Mormon studies by the university’s eminent scholars in the field of Mormon studies and American religious history.”

Indeed, the University of Utah is ideally situated to offer a Mormon Studies fellowship. As Mr. Mueller attests, not only is it located near rich research archives and historical assets such as the genealogical and history departments of the LDS Church, but also houses the Marriott Library with its formidable Special Collections Department, which focuses on Utah and Western history and culture.

To ensure the continuity of the Mormon Studies Fellowship at the U, the Tanner Humanities Center launched a $400,000 endowment campaign in September 2010. As of July 2011, the center had raised $200,000 toward its goal.
Student Entrepreneurship Thrives at the U

Could undergraduates from the U’s David Eccles School of Business truly have access to investors who might bankroll their business idea? For the winners of the 2011 techTITANS competition, access to potential investors was just one part of the prize package.

Established with support from the Sorenson Legacy Foundation in 2007, the techTITANS competition is an annual event of the James LeVoy Sorenson Center for Discovery and Innovation at the David Eccles School of Business. The student-run contest is designed to give graduates and undergraduates in engineering, business, and the sciences the experience of developing new products and designs and then evaluating their usefulness and business potential.

Competing against college teams from around the state, U undergraduate business majors and teammates Charlie Peters and Naz Khial pitched their business plan for a metal roof seam-sealing tool to the panel of judges predominantly comprised of venture capital investors and entrepreneurs. Not only did the visibility help Peters and Khial network, but also they received many leads and positive interest from the private-equity community.
Peters and Khial’s business idea culminated from a four-week project in the Introduction to Entrepreneurship at the Eccles School of Business. The class is one of many that help nurture the creativity for which the U is increasingly becoming known and is home base for many student ideas and business competitions.

techTITANS is the first in an annual series of three student-managed competitions which kicks off with techTITANS and is followed by Opportunity Quest and the Utah Entrepreneur Challenge. The Pierre Lassonde Entrepreneur Center supports all three competitions.

For their techTITANS win, Peters and Khial received $5,000 and six hours with an intellectual property attorney. “But those are just the tangible things,” said Peters. “We also learned how to develop, evaluate, and protect our ideas. And nothing can match the opportunity of standing in front of a panel of venture capital investors and serial entrepreneurs to pitch a new business idea.”

Peters and Khial filed for patent protection and incorporation on April 7, 2011. To grand-prize winners Peters and Khial, this means they are now business management majors as well as business owners.
Women’s Resource Center Scholarships

Lavinia Clara Taumoepeau
Political Science and Speech Communications, May 2013

As a nontraditional student, I was unsure of my decision to return to school in 2009. As a single parent, I doubted my ability to finance college, to manage a long commute every day, and to handle life as a student.

Thankfully, I realized that my best bet was to seek campus support and resources that would help me stay on track to succeed. During my first semester at the U, my adviser introduced me to the Women’s Resource Center. She urged me to look into the different scholarships that are offered to single parents through the WRC. I hesitated at first because I was not familiar with the application process. But with encouragement, I applied for a Simmons Family Foundation Scholarship.

It turns out that not only was the scholarship a key factor in my decision to stick with college, but also it would set the stage for my academic success. It gave me the hope and confidence to keep moving forward.

As the current director of diversity for the Associated Students of the University of Utah, I am working toward bachelor degrees in both political science and speech communications. I am also a student in the Social Justice Scholars Program in the Honor’s College.

The Simmons Scholarship has not only supported my academic pursuits, but also it has elevated my confidence and allowed me to pursue many volunteer and leadership positions on and off campus.

Thanks to the scholarship support, I know that one day I will get my chance to pay it forward and give a student the opportunity to obtain an education at the University of Utah.

The Women’s Resource Center (WRC) at the University of Utah serves as the central resource for educational and support services for women. The WRC manages more than 60 scholarships from various foundation grants, including the Harmon Foundation and the Simmons Family Foundation. The Harmon Foundation and the Simmons Family Foundations have generously supported WRC Scholars every year since 2000 and 2003, respectively.
Wendi Whittaker

Sociology, May 2011

A few years ago, my husband and I took our daughters to Kingsbury Hall to see a play. While driving around campus, my husband pointed out buildings he frequented as a student to our young daughters, and he relayed the laundry list of family members who also graduated from the University of Utah. With pride, our oldest daughter declared her commitment to one day be a University of Utah student and then asked where I graduated from. I told her I didn't have a college degree. "Why?" she asked. I didn’t have a good answer.

It was shortly after this experience I began investigating my options for returning to school. My husband is a high school history teacher and without my income, we just didn’t have the means for me to go back to school. The Women’s Resource Center and the Harmon Scholarship made it possible for me to leave my job and earn my place as a U student.

I graduated in spring 2011 with a 4.0 GPA and a B.S. in both sociology (with a certificate in diversity) and environmental studies. Upon graduation, I secured a position with a nonprofit dedicated to support the success of refugee youth in our community. Working with the refugee population is a passion of mine, and this opportunity wouldn’t have been available to me without my degree. I am humbled by the generosity of those who have chosen to give to scholarship funds like the Harmon Scholarship and who essentially bet on my success. I can now live my life as a proud University of Utah graduate.

Ange Holland

Occupational Therapy, May 2012

I am a 46-year old single mother of four and proudly a full-time University of Utah student. I have had the honor of being a Women’s Resource Center Scholarship recipient the past three years. I have benefitted from the Simmons Family and the Harmon scholarships both as a single parent and a nontraditional student. These scholarships not only enable me to pursue my college career on a full-time basis, but also give me a huge sense of accomplishment.

A former WRC Scholar once said that these scholarships meant someone else was betting on her to succeed and actually putting money down that she could get her degree! I feel that way, too. The first letter I received telling me I was awarded a scholarship through the WRC represents a moment I will never forget. It solidified my belief that I was in the right place at the right time.

I am immensely thrilled that my two oldest children are also full-time students at the U with me. For a first-generation college student, it is a dream come true. No one expected me to go to college when I was young. That my children can be University of Utah students and be able to make choices and have options is a blessing. To be a role model for my children and to share with them my love of education is a priceless gift. The Women’s Resource Center has been such a tremendous blessing for my family.
“Chief Justice Roberts’ remarkable visit with the Kids’ Court students inspired all of us to work even harder at building justice in our community through renewed investments in education and outreach.”

Hiram Chodosh, Dean, S.J. Quinney College of Law

United States Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts Inspires Kids’ Court Participants During S.J. Quinney College of Law Visit

In a long-anticipated visit meticulously planned over a three-year period, the Honorable John G. Roberts, Jr., Chief Justice of the United States, had a few surprises for the University of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law in early April 2011.

In the midst of a closely managed and demanding schedule, he consciously chose to spend an hour with the fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders from Rose Park Elementary School engaged in the law college’s Kids’ Court program. Kids’ Court is a service-learning program designed, organized, and managed by U law students to teach law-related and civics concepts to at-risk local elementary school students.

Chief Justice Roberts briefly spoke to the Rose Park Elementary School students about the Supreme Court and then took on a freewheeling variety of questions. The well-prepared audience peppered him with queries on everything from how he makes decisions to how much paper he uses to write his opinions to what he does to relax with his own kids.
Bebe Grill, the Kids’ Court student coordinator for 2011-12, noted, “There was a mutual comfort and respect between the kids and Chief Justice Roberts, which was displayed in the kids’ confidence with their questions and the chief justice’s relaxed attitude during the session.”

Earlier in his day, with the help of U.S. Marshals and a few tight-lipped faculty and staff, Justice Roberts managed to surprise the college’s first-year students when he presided in place of their regularly scheduled judge and called court to session to hear oral arguments from third-year teaching assistants. It is not often that more than 125 law students are audibly surprised, and the sound of their astonished gasps when the chief justice entered the Sutherland Moot Courtroom is now enshrined in the century-long history of the college.

As the 2011 David T. Lewis Jurist-in-Residence, Chief Justice Roberts spent his day interacting with judges, scholars, practitioners, and law students while presiding over the final round of the annual Traynor Moot Court Competition. Justice Roberts was joined by Christine Durham, Chief Justice of the Utah Supreme Court, and Scott Matheson, Jr., of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, for one of the most prestigious panels in the history of the competition.

During his visit, Chief Justice Roberts took time out of his tight schedule to meet with and answer questions from Rose Park Elementary School students who participate in the College of Law’s Kids’ Court program.

The David T. Lewis Jurist-in-Residence program is supported by an endowment from the family of David T. Lewis, a former chief judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit and longtime supporter of the University of Utah S.J. College of Law.
Beads, Quills, and Leather: A Traveling Exhibition

Featuring 145 objects of unique artistry and powerful cultural expression, Splendid Heritage: Perspectives on American Indian Art premiered at the Utah Museum of Fine Arts in January 2009. This remarkable exhibition showcased early Plains, Plateau, and Northeastern American Indian material from the private collection of University of Utah alumni John and Marva Warnock. Not only did this exhibition provide a special opportunity for museum visitors in Utah, but after showing at the UMFA, it traveled to two other major American museums – Plains Indian Art Museum at the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in Cody, Wyoming and the Missouri History Museum in St. Louis, Missouri.

Motivated by a great interest in American Indian art and cultural history, Dr. and Mrs. Warnock have collected American Indian art and cultural artifacts for decades. They first became interested in American Indian art after a trip to Taos, New Mexico. As their interest deepened, they began to acquire items, especially Maria Martinez pottery and Washo baskets. Some years later when they learned that the Masco Collection — reputed to be one of the greatest privately held collections

“We have followed through on our intent to make each item accessible to the public, whether they be casually interested in the subject matter or serious researchers of our nation’s history.”

John Warnock, PhD, Co-founder and Co-chairman of Adobe Systems.
of American Indian material — was for sale, Dr. Warnock recalls, “We were intrigued by the opportunity to be able to own and share a fundamental part of our continent’s and nation’s history.” In acquiring this collection and sharing it with the world, the Warnocks have helped to highlight the tremendous diversity and artistry of American Indian cultural objects.

The 18th and 19th century objects in the exhibition included beaded tobacco bags, weapons, dolls, cradles, war shirts, dresses, moccasins, and more — the majority of which had never before been on public display. Thoughtfully curated, the exhibition examined these objects as both works of art and cultural artifacts, bringing to light the fascinating intersection of culture and art and providing an intimate immersion in an early and critical era of North American history.

Plains and Plateau American Indians, representing numerous distinct tribes, inhabited the vast open areas in what is now, among other states, Wyoming and Missouri. As Splendid Heritage traveled, it offered a remarkable opportunity for these cultural artifacts — American national treasures, without a doubt — to be enjoyed and admired by a national museum audience.

Committed to making the collection accessible to a broad audience, the Warnocks created a comprehensive website that catalogues the complete collection—splendidheritage.com
John A. Moran Eye Center Helps Restore Sight in Developing Countries

Through the generous support of the Bamberger-Allen Health and Education Foundation for International Programs at the John A. Moran Eye Center and from the individual and corporate support of donors at the annual “Night for Sight” fundraising gala, Dr. Geoffrey Tabin and Dr. Alan Crandall led a team of staff and volunteers to the remote villages of Phaplu and Lukla, Nepal to perform sight-restoring surgeries and training for promising Nepalese physicians in the fall of 2010.

In just a few days, more than 600 patients were screened and 125 surgeries were performed to restore sight to villagers, who could not even see a hand pass across their face. The gift of restoring sight is not just life changing for the individual and his or her family, it is a moving experience for all those involved. Family members who hadn’t seen each other in years looked upon each other’s faces with happiness and amazement. A grandparent who had never seen the face of his grandchild, wept with joy.

The World Health Organization reports that more than 150 million people living in the developing world are “functionally blind,” and of those, four out of five could be cured through simple surgery. However, blindness is more than an individual, physical disability. In developing nations, 90 percent of individuals who become blind will lose their ability to work as well as perform the tasks of daily living. Having a blind family member is devastating, and it affects the entire family in their day-to-day struggles.

“When you cure the blindness of one man, woman, or child, you liberate at least two people – the patient and his/her caregiver.”

Alan S. Crandall, M.D., Professor and Senior Vice Chair of Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences, Director of Glaucoma and Cataract, John A. Moran Eye Center
Sixty to eighty percent of children who become blind will die within one to two years, and blindness lowers life expectancy of adults by one-third of that of their peers.

The Moran Eye Center is committed to the goal that no person with a blinding condition, eye disease or visual impairment should be without hope, understanding, and treatment. Moran physicians, staff and many volunteers commit their time, resources, and expertise to help eliminate preventable blindness around the developing world by traveling to areas where specialized care is inadequate or nonexistent.

“Nothing could have prepared us for the power of this experience. You must be here to see the hope in the faces of individuals, some who have been blind for many years.”

Jenny Wilson, Executive Director of Institutional Advancement, John A. Moran Eye Center
The summer of 2011 was no ordinary summer. For me, a senior in health education and promotion, it was extraordinary and transformational.

Even now, I am not sure what exactly motivated me to pursue a Hinckley Institute of Politics international internship. Whether it was fate, opportunity or luck, it was an endeavor that I will cherish. While waiting to meet with my career counselor, I read about the Hinckley Institute of Politics International Scholarship Fund. Next thing I knew, I was saying my goodbyes and packing my bags on a journey halfway around the world.

Cambodia is a land of wonder that was, as most Americans know, decimated by the communist Khmer Rouge in the 1970s. Ruled by Pol Pot from 1975-79, Cambodia experienced widespread famine and genocide prompting a mass exodus of refugees, including my parents, who fled as refugees to the United States. Born and raised in the U.S., I grew up hearing stories from my elders about the horrendous times they endured in Cambodia. Grateful for a second chance, my parents worked hard and motivated me from an early age to make the most of my opportunities and to strive for success. Their guidance inspired me to pursue an undergraduate degree at the University of Utah.

As a Hinckley intern, I worked for the Cambodian National AIDS Authority, which promotes HIV-AIDS prevention and education and monitors epidemiology trends and outcomes in the country. I assisted in a range of duties from translating documents and conversations from Khmer into English to producing evaluation reports and statistical models. The work was varied and gratifying and offered me tremendous opportunity to explore the country and interact with the locals. Each day was an adventure filled with discovery, excitement, urgency, and purpose.

A collateral highlight — and gift — of the internship was to rediscover my cultural roots and heritage. It is said that the past is the torch that lights our way. I was able to reunite with a family that I had only heard about. To unearth my family roots and my numerous ancestors made me realize the size, complexity, and richness of my family tree. To meet a long-lost family who are well educated and established in the community has made me proud to be a Cambodian-American. To connect with my past has strengthened my sense of identity and purpose in life.

The Hinckley Institute of Politics International internship is a great opportunity for any U student seeking a unique experience. It is a challenge like no other where one is tested physically, mentally, and emotionally. If there’s one thing I learned from this experience, it’s that the world starts where your comfort zone ends and my world became much bigger because of it.
Steven Dien’s internship in Cambodia was funded by the Hinckley Institute of Politics International Scholarship Fund, which is supported by the Li Ka Shing Foundation. The Li Ka Shing Foundation has supported more than 250 international internships at the Hinckley Institute since 2006.

The Hinckley Institute of Politics facilitates more than 300 internships annually and sends approximately 70 students per year on international internships to 35 different countries to work with government offices, nonprofits, businesses, and think tanks.
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LIFETIME GIVING
The University of Utah gratefully acknowledges our generous supporters, whose exceptional gifts afford the University of Utah its long-term strength and excellence. We recognize and honor those whose contributions or designated planned gifts have reached the following levels of lifetime cumulative giving as of June 30, 2011.

- University Benefactors.................................. $1 million and above
- University Patrons........................................ $500,000 to $999,999
- University Associates.................................. $100,000 to $499,999
- University Founders.................................. $50,000 to $99,999
- Deseret Donors........................................... $25,000 to $49,999

PRESIDENT’S CLUB
The President’s Club recognizes and honors individuals, estates, corporations, foundations, and trusts making an annual contribution of $2,500 or more during the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011. Donors who have cumulative contributions of $100,000 or more are awarded a President’s Club Lifetime Membership, and are recognized in this publication as University Benefactors, Patrons, or Associates. We are extremely thankful for the outstanding support from our members whose commitment this year to the University of Utah’s tradition of excellence is making a profound difference in the lives of students, faculty, and our community.

PLANNED GIFTS
Many donors have made the University of Utah a part of their estate plan by designating a planned gift to the University of Utah through a will, life insurance policy, charitable remainder trust, charitable gift annuity, retirement fund, or other assets. The University of Utah recognizes these individuals through the John R. Park Society, which honors these visionaries who have given unselfishly of their resources to further the mission of the U.

RECOGNITION AND PRIVILEGES
Donors’ names grace many locations on the University of Utah campus, as well as numerous University of Utah programs and projects. University buildings and rooms, endowed chairs, professorships, scholarships, library collections, research laboratories, and museum collections can be named to recognize those whose philanthropy assists the University.

As additional alumni and friends continue to make possible the growth and enhancement of the University of Utah, their names will be linked permanently with the U.
We are grateful for the following individuals, organizations, and anonymous donors who have cumulative contributions of $1 million or more as of June 30, 2011
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Bamberger Memorial Foundation
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M Foundation, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albertson's, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcon Laboratories, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Ashton Family Foundation</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Qwest Foundation</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Wes Johnson
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J. S. Roger Jones
Kent W. Jones
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Robert A. and Joan Judelson
Richard E. Kanner
Siegfried G. and Ellen G. Karsten
Steven W. and Tammy L. Kasteler
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Reza and Shireen Khazeni
Yong Il Kim
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Doris E. Miller
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Steven K. Miller
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Neil R. Mitchell
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Derk and Tiffany Pardoe
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Richard A. and Carolyn K. Parmelee
Art and Martha Pasker
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Richard T. Peery
Linda S. and Robert S. Pembroke
Leon and Karen Peterson
Bonnie G. and Denis R. Phillips
Christopher H. Porter
Dale and Susan Poulter
Richard T. Pratt
Taft and Mary Jane Price
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Gerald G. and Betty F. Probst
Donald E. and Jane Pugh
David E. and Shari H. Quinney
Ronald O. and Eileen Ragsdale
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Robert W. and Nancy H. Raybould
Robert Raymond
William K. and Julia D. Reagan
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Reynold T. and Sandra P. Rice
J. Charles and Jasmine F. Rich
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Mary E. Schwartz
D. Brent and Suzanne M. Scott
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Olivia Sheng
Dinesh K. Shetty
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John H. Short
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John C. and Wendy W. Siciliano
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Ron Simmons
Lee S. and Christine Pugmire Skidmore
Angela and Mark H. Skolnick
Katherine B. Slack
Paul D. Slack
Donna Spence Slette
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Alex D. Smith
Doug Smith
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Fred L. Smith
Hyrum W. Smith
Jeffrey P. Smith
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Nicholas Dee Glen Smith
Ryan Dee Smith
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Clifford C. and Sharon L. Snyder
Nita and Craig B. Sorensen
Scott K. and Margery Sorensen
Mary S. and Sam W.° Souvall
George H. and Tamie Speciale
Carol J. and Edward D. Spurgeon
Howard S. and Carolyn W.° Spurrier
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J. M. Steele and Linda Lewis Wolcott
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Peter Beekman Stifel
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Stanford C. and Dixie S. Stoddard
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Don A. Stringham
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Bart Warner
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Keith M.° and Susan R. Warshaw
Barbara Jane Watkins
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Scott T. Webb
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A-1 Pioneer Moving & Storage
Aculus, LLC
Adiuvo, Inc.
Advantage Workers Compensation
   Insurance Company
Aesculap, Inc.
Albion Financial Group, Ltd.
Alliant Techsystems, Inc.
Alternative Visions Fund
American Medical Association Foundation
Ameriprise Foundation
AmeritHealth Foundation
Ameriprise Foundation
Ameriprise Foundation
Amgen Foundation
Aramco Services Company
ArcelorMittal USA, Inc.
Architectural Nexus, Inc.
ARCOM
Art Works for Kids
ATK Launch Systems Group
Myrtle L. Atkinson Foundation
Autoliv ASP, Inc.
Auxiliary Nursing Care Trust
Robert H. Ballard Family Trust
Bard Access Systems
C. R. Bard Foundation
M. Bastian Family Foundation
BD Medical
Becton Dickinson and Company
M. Lynn Bennion Foundation
BGPMechinics
China National Petroleum Corporation
Big-D Construction Corporation
Biosense Webster
Biotronik, Inc.
Fred B., Ellen R., and Barbara B. Blackman
   Memorial Foundation Trust
John I. and Toni F. Bloomberg Foundation
BMW of Murray
Boart Longyear
Alexander S. Bodi Revocable Trust
Bonneville International Corporation
Boston Foundation
Boston Scientific Corporation
Boyer Company
Boyer Research Park Associates, Ltd.
Rodney H. and Carolyn Hansen Brady
   Foundation
Bridgeman Research Foundation
Brigham Young University
Brinson Foundation
W. Hughes Brockbank Foundation
Edward L. Burton Foundation
Frances W. Burton Foundation
Marie Eccles Caine Foundation
Edward G. Callister Foundation
The Jeffrey and Helen Cardon Foundation
Edward H. Carpenter Testamentary Trust
Carpet Giant
Robert S. Carter Foundation, Inc.
CD-Adapco
CDEM Holland BV
Cephalon
Charitable Auto Resources, Inc.
Child Family Foundation
Chuck-A-Rama Buffet, Inc.
Ciba Vision Corporation
Citadel Communications Corporation
Russell B. and Donna K. Clark Charitable
   Remainder Unitrust
C. Comstock Clayton Foundation
Cohne, Rappaport & Segal
Helen Bamberger Colby Charitable
   Foundation
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Elizabeth W. Colton Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Community Health Charities of Utah
Compass Group
Corporation of the Episcopal Church
The Crawford Family Foundation
The Cultural Vision Fund
Cytec Industries, Inc.
D.A. Davidson Companies
Daynes Music Company
Candace C. Dee Trust
Deloitte
Stephen G. and Susan E. Denkers Family Foundation Trust
Deseret Book Company
Deseret Trust Company
Chris P. Dialynas Family Foundation
Jarvis and Constance Doctorow Family Foundation
David S. Dolowitz Living Trust
Doug Smith Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram
Eccles First Security Foundation
Educators Mutual Insurance Company
Matthew B. Ellis Foundation
W. Hague and Sue J. Ellis Foundation
Engman Family Trust
Eni Exploration & Production
Henry W. and Leslie M. Eskuche Foundation
ESRR Cultural Action Fund at the Chicago Community Foundation
Expertech
Exxon Mobil
Fabian & Clendenin
Fairfax Realty, Inc.
Thomas H. and Carolyn L. Fey Family Foundation
FFKR Architects/Planners II
Francis Family Revocable Trust
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Foundation
GAM Foundation Jazz SLC
Garff Enterprises, Inc.
Goldman Sachs
Google, Inc.
Roger Leland Goudie Foundation
Grant Thornton, LLP
GSBS Architects
George T. Hansen Foundation
The William H. and Mattie Wattis Harris Foundation
Hatch Survivor Trust
Nancy Eccles and Homer M. Hayward Family Foundation
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Henriksen/Butler Design Group
Hess Corporation
High Country Foundation
Holladay Pharmacy, Inc.
S. Phillip and Gloria C. Horsley Family Revocable Trust
The Jackson Howard Foundation
Huetter Mill and Cabinet
Huntsman International, LLC
IBM Corporation
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IM Flash Technologies, LLC
Industrial Supply Company, Inc.
Intermountain Bobcat
Intermountain Power Agency
Ivory Homes, Ltd.
Clark and Christine Ivory Foundation
Jacobsen Construction Company, Inc.
The JAX Foundation
Johnson & Johnson, Inc.
Jones Waldo
Justin D. Call Family Trust
Robert W. and Barbara J. Keener Foundation
Richard H. and JoAnn O. Keller Foundation
Ken Garff Mercedes Benz
Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation
Robert D. Kent, Jr. Trust
Kern River Gas Transmission Company
Key Bank National Association
Key Bank of Utah
Reza Ali Khazeni Memorial Foundation
Lewis A. Kingsley Foundation
Kirkham’s Outdoor Products
Kirton & McConkie
KJZZ TV
KPMG
KSL, Inc.
KUTV-TV
L-3 Communications
Lagoon Corporation
Julie M. and David S. Layton Foundation
Li Ka Shing (Canada) Foundation
Lorraine Press
Low Trust
The Lund Foundation
The Lymphoma Foundation
The M Lazy M Foundation
Management & Training Corporation
Manheim Utah
Manners/Golden Rule Foundation
Mark Family Foundation
Ronald McDonald House Charities
James McGregor Trust
Giles W. and Elise G. Mead Foundation

Medforte Research Foundation
Media One
Medtronic, Inc.
Megadyne Medical Products, Inc.
Menlove Toyota Scion
Mercury Radio Arts, Inc.
Merit Medical Systems, Inc.
MHTN Architects, Inc.
Micron Technology, Inc.
Larry H. Miller Charities
Larry H. Miller Subaru
Mills Publishing, Inc.
Fred A. Moreton & Company
J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation
Morgan Stanley
George Q. Morris Foundation
Mount Olympus Waters, Inc.
Myriad Genetics, Inc.
National Public Broadcasting
National Public Media, LLC
Negociacion Minera Santa Maria
Theresa M. Neiberger Living Trust
The New York Community Trust
New York Life Insurance Company
North American Neuro-Ophthalmology Society
Nu Skin International
NVIDIA Corporation
Okland Construction Company
Gordon and Marcia Olch Trust
Orange County Community Foundation
The Orthopedic Specialty Hospital
OsteoMed
Pacific Mountain Network
PacifiCorp
Paradigm Resources
University Associates

Park City Mountain Resort
Richard A. Parmelee Trust
Parr Brown Gee & Loveless
Pasker Gould Ames & Weaver
Dinesh and Kalpana Patel Foundation
Robert and Barbara Patterson Memorial Foundation
Peabody Energy
Sara H. Perry Trust
Petroleo Brasileiro S. A. - Petrobras
Pfizer, Inc.
Pioneer Theatre Guild
Process Technology, Inc.
Professional Firefighters of Utah
The Pub Group
Questar Corporation Arts Foundation
R & S Boyer Family, LC
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker
Raymond Family Foundation
The Reagan Foundation
Rebecca Reese Trust
S. Grover Rich, Jr. Trust
Riester Mountain, LLC
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
RLC Family Foundation
Rocksource Geotech
Roderick Enterprises
Rossignol Ski Company
Salt Lake Acting Company
Salt Lake City Arts Council
Salt Lake City Weekly
Salt Lake Community College
Salt Lake County Auditor
Salt Lake Rotary Foundation
Leo and Barbara Samuels Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Samyang Corporation
Sanofi-aventis U.S., Inc.
Schlumberger TerraTek, Inc.
The Robert E. Schocker Charitable Foundation
The Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
The Semnani Family Foundation
Robert W. Sevy Revocable Trust
Shell Oil Company
Siemens
David E. and Melinda K. Simmons Foundation
Harris H. and Amanda P. Simmons Foundation
Snell & Wilmer Law Offices
Snow, Christensen & Martineau Foundation
Snowbird, Ltd.
St. Jude Medical Foundation
St. Mark’s Hospital
Statoil Research Centre
Sharon E. Steele-Mcgee Living Trust
Stewart Education Foundation
Sam and Diane Stewart Family Foundation
Anne Stirba Cancer Foundation
Stoddard Family Foundation, Inc.
The Suder Foundation
Sun Products Corporation
Sweet Candy Co.
Clark L. Tanner Foundation
Lawrence Thatcher Trust
TIAA-CREF
TOTAL
Tri-State Generation and Transmission
Turkish Coalition of America, Inc.
Twin Rocks Trading Company
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
University Associates

United Jewish Federation of Utah
United Way of Northern Utah
University Federal Credit Union
University of California-San Francisco School of Pharmacy
University Venture Fund
USG Corporation
The Utah Autism Foundation
Utah Education Association
Utah Humanities Council
Utah Lions Foundation
Utah Medical Association Foundation
Utah Medical Products, Inc.
Utah Metal Works, Inc.
Utah State University
Van Boerum & Frank Associates, Inc.
VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy
VCBO Architecture, LLC
Vinson & Elkins, LLP
Nate Wade Subaru
I. J. and Jeanné Wagner Charitable Foundation
The Walbridge Fund, Ltd.

Wasatch Pacific, Inc.
W. Mack and Julia S. Watkins Foundation Trust
Watson Laboratories, Inc.
Webb Audio Visual Communication
Wheeler Foundation
Willey Honda
R. C. Willey Home Furnishings
The Williams Companies, Inc.
Won-Door Corporation
Woodside Energy, Ltd.
Workman Nydegger
XanGo, LLC
XMISSION, LC
Youth Tennis Foundation of Utah
Yunnan Metallurgical Group, Ltd.
John Zink Company
Zonge Engineering & Research Organization, Inc.
Zrno Family Living Trust
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The following individuals have designated planned gifts of $100,000 – $499,999 to the University of Utah as of June 30, 2011.
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<th>Name</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gary and Carolyn Alder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan C. and Karen Ashton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernon R. Beeler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon M. Bigelow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Burnett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loren I. and Leola C. Burr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Cartwright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodney H. and Sally Christensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Michael and Bonnie Lou Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen S. and Cindy Clinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford A. Coon, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence L. and Kathie R. Corry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert B. and Eleanor D. Cottingham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duane S. and Jean D. Crowther</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles F. and Kim Dahl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl B. Dalley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madge M. Davies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael B. Davies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl K. Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldy M. and Oliver Dawson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank E. Delvie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor A. and Susan Diaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel R. and Lisa Dimick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret E. Dixon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross E. Doan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Harold and Gloria S. Dobson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond C. and Bertha E. Doucette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy L. and Kathy D. Dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernal E. Edlund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James L. and Kay N. Elder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis T. Ellsworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayle L. Eschmann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert M. Finlayson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney W. and Mary F. Foulger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine R. Garff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen W. Gubler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederika Harlin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce E. Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James V. and Patricia J. Harwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha M. Heath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria R. Hendricks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Willis and Leah Higgs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene H. Hobson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert R. and Rhea Horrocks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn H. Howard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith P. Hudson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utako K. Hudson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard A. and Gloria N. Irion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Par and Boyer Jarvis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flemming and Lana Jensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey D. and Linda K. Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirtly Parker Jones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert and Caroline Kanner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siegfried G. and Ellen G. Karsten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine S. and Ranch S. Kimball</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas C. and Joan P. King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael C. Knowlton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth R. and Cynthia P. Laird</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther R. Landa and Children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell Larson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy and John Latchum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig V. and Linda M. Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan K. Lundergan and Elizabeth D. Winter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane L. Macfarlane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard N. and Anita Matthews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Tee and Renae F. Migliori</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce and Evelyn Mills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Odom W. Modling
Louis A. and Deborah Moench
Donald M. and Barbara B. Moore
James and Edna (Jerry) Morkin
David L. and Terrie K. Moss
George M. Moss, Jr.
Barbara Nash
Larry J. and Carol Page
Virgil J. and Jacquelyn A. Parker
Merlin R. Pass
Wayne J. Peay
J. Fredrick (Toby) and Phyllis Pingree
Mike and Patricia Pretti
Joseph M. and Paula Quagliana
Ronald O. and Eileen M. Ragsdale
Alan T. and Arlene O. Rappleye
Lawrence and Janice Reaveley
John A. Reed
Craig P. Rhodes
David K. and Sharon P. Richards
Donald D. and Erika A. Runnells
T. Benny and Gail T. Rushing
James R. and Mary Jo Scott

Keith L. and Louise M. Scott
Robert W. Sevy
Edward F. and Beverly J. Smith
Barbara H. and Frank S. Snyder
Mary Jayne Stevens
Dixie S. and Stanford C. (Bud) Stoddard
Alan and Kristine Summerhays
Norma K. Swigart
David A. and Phyllis K. Symond
Herta and Lee Teitelbaum
Stephen R. and Valerie Terry
Phyllis A. Haskell and Doug Tims
Stephen C. Voss
Rachael Webb
Karen (Mickey) Lang Webster
Inga F. Weil
Jay Reed West
Marian Robertson Wilson
Sylvan H. and Maurine C. Wittwer
Harold H. and Joan S. Wolf
James B. and Caroline V. Wood
Lawrence D. Young

◊ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
INDIVIDUALS

Fred Adler
Jess A. and Olivia V. Agraz
Paul and Jennifer Ahlstrom
Bruce C. and Coralie A. Alder
G. Michael and Marian F. Alder
Jack C. and Katherine R. Alder
Irwin and Gloria Altman
Linda K. Amos
C. Ross and Susan B. Anderson
Joseph W. and Margaret E. Anderson
Richard Lee Anderson
Ross C. Anderson
Lynn° and Marvin L. Arent
Marvin J. and Norma B. Ashton°
Ralph L. and Virginia W. Ashton°
Carl and Terese Atallah
Fred M. Babcock
Martin S. and Renee R. Backer
Nick° and Avis Badami
M. Russell and Barbara B. Ballard
Allen P. and Kathy J. Barber
Bonnie Barry
Jane K. Bassler
John A. Becker, Jr.
Janette H. and Raymond E. Beckham
Kent M. and Jeraldine A. Beckstrom
Brent and Bonnie Jean Beesley
Bruce N. and Judith E. Bell
George W. and Phee Belsey
Gary and Lorie Bendinger
Lorna Benjamin
Douglas F. Bennett
Robert F. and M. Joyce Bennett
William F. and Victoria Bennion

Shirley M. and C. Verl° Benzley
L. Diane Bernard
Arel W. Berrier
Kim C. and Jennifer Bertin
A. Lorris and Ann C. Betz
Cordelia S. Birrell
Carter R. Bishop
Beverly B. Bistline°
John J.° and Barrie N. Blake
MaryJane and David R. Blaylock
Janice and Rob Blaylock
Don and Carol Bloswick
John Bolton
J. Robert and Janene Bonnemort
Carla Bonney
Jeannine Bordenave
Carlos and Ann Bowman
William S. Boyd
Stephen G. and Patricia S. Boyden
Wayne and Kathy Boydstun
Dorothy R. and George H. Bradley
Don F. and Jean W. Bradshaw
Michael and Sheila Brand
Paula N. Brenckle
Gwen W. Brewer
Edith and Ed° Brinn
Marilyn and Robert Brinton
William S. Britt
Wallace S. and Josephine C. Brooke°
Mark S. Brouse
Richard D. and Sue Burbidge
Dale A. and Janeel O. Burningham
Loren I.° and Leola C. Burr
Elaine M. and Wilford G. Burrows
Nelson A. and Amy B. Burton
Elizabeth M. and Christopher L. Burton

We are grateful for the following individuals, organizations, and anonymous donors who have cumulative contributions of $50,000 – $99,999 as of June 30, 2011.
Eddie A. and Bobbie Butterfield
Gladys and Tom Buxton
Dorothy M. Byrne
John J. Byrne, III
John Cahill
Linda K. and Russell D. Callister
Ruth Taylor Campbell
F. Burton and Sally Burbidge Cassity
C. Hilmon Castle
Frances M. and Richard E. Chamberlin
David S. and Inga M. Chapman
Alfred Han Chen and Eunice Zee-Chen
Steven and Jody Chiaramonte
Howard C. and Barbara B. Christensen
Kyle S. and Alyse C. Christensen
Pamela K. Christensen
Daniel M. Clark
J. Michael and Bonnie Lou Clark
Kennard C. Clark
Lon G. Clayton
Hal M. and Aileen H. Clyde
Steven E. and Elaine C. Clyde
Elaine Cohen and Rich Riesenfeld
Peter and Debra Cole
Jane D. Coleman
Cynthia Conner
Todd J. and Karin B. Cook
Lyndon W. Cook, Jr.
Nathaniel Cook
Howard Cooper
Nancee Cortes
Lynda Craig
Thomas F. Crisman
Stanley R. Currey
Antonio G. and Maria Cutillo
Ron L. and Lindsay Cutshall

Stephen L. and Nicola G. Dahl
John A. and Marylin H. Dahlstrom
William K. Daines
Victor L. and Madge M. Davies
Mary Stephens De Wall
Ashby S. and Anne Cullimore Decker
Stephen E. Denkers
Lawrence K. Deppe
Gary L. and Betsy DeSeelhorst
K. Lawrence DeVries
Tony V. and Cynthia C. Divino
Ross E. Doan
James C. and Geralyn White Dreyfous
Richard P. and Susan K. Dunlap
Michael A. and Linda P. Dunn
Paul and Maren Durham
Sue M. Durrant
Jack D. Eardley
Katherine Eccles and David J. Burnett
J. Angus Edwards and Renee C. Morita
Patricia A. Eisenman
Brent H. Eldredge
Mary M. and Richard W. Elggren
Jon Engen
Darin D. and Melissa Engh
Corey D. England
Richard P. and Margaret A. Ensign
Erik C. and Uzochi C. Erlingsson
Richard M. and Virginia E. Eskelsen
Thomas C. and Annjanie Freeman Etzel
Jane Jordan Evert
Gail Fawcett
Spencer and Barbara Felt
Joan S. and F. Timothy Fenton
C. Arnold Ferrin, Jr.
John H. and Carol Firmage

◇ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estate).
J. Stephen and Kelly Fletcher
Donald G. and Sherry Foot
Robert W. Forsey
W. James and Wanda L. Frandsen
James and Karen Freed
James W. and Margie S. Freston
Mark W. and Susan Fuller
James R. and Barbara Gaddis
Jerrold D. Gardner
Maxine R. and Royal L. Garff
Diane Garfield
Keith E. Garner
Jean Garrett
Steven A. Getz
Kent A. Giauque
Nicholas and Courtney Gibbs
Ned Giles
Anthony Godfrey
Ramona Gonzalez
Shirley Ann and Reece Goodrich
Susanne B. Gordon
Bernard I. Grosser
John A. and Colleen W. Gubler
John and Ilauna Gurr
Michael Hale
Douglas J. Hammer
G. Kenneth and Kate B. Handley
Kenneth J. and Geraldine G. Hanni
C. Bryan and Robyn Hansen
Phil Hansen
Sophie Hanson
J. Malin Hardy and
Nancy C. S. Reuling-Hardy
Doreen and Terry Harmon
Sharon E. and Randall G. Harmsen
Frances N. and Joel M. Harris
Louis and June Harris
Hal N. and Marion S. Harrison
Richard D. and Marian D. Harrison
Mark W. T. Harvey
J. Keith and Lillian Y. Hayes
Robert and Margaret Heers
Gloria Hendricks
Peggy Hicks
Belva B. and Dennis G. Higgins
Richard L. Hirschi
Thomas R. and Susan C. Hodgson
David W. and Sue M. Hoeppner
R. Earl and Carol Holding
Dale P. Holt
P. Douglas and Nadine M. Holt
Lorenzo N. and Stella S. Hoopes
Wayne K. and Catherine M. Horiuchi
Thomas B. and Susan Horne
Maria K. Houtchens
Jerry S. Howells, Jr.
Keith P. Hudson
Grafton H. Hull and Jannah H. Mather
Douglas O. and Tana P. Hunter
Jon M. and Mary Kaye Huntsman
Richard A. and Betsy A. Hurty
David and Merilee Ibarra
Mickey Ibarra
Chris M. and Mary Kay Ireland
Marsha H. and Scott E. Irwin
Wally and Karen Jarman
Judith F. Jarrow
Edward M. and Nita Jenkins
James U. and Kathy D. Jensen
Terry K. and Karen C. Jensen
Kevin Jensen
R. Kent and Terri N. Jex
University Founders

Gary H.° and Cynthia K. Johnson
Kenneth E. and Becky H. Johnson
G. Frank and Pamela M. Joklik
Amy and Otto Jones
Carter E. and Kathleen Haight Jones
Kirsten Jones
Yasuko W. Kao
Hershey Kasai
Lisa Kasai
David B. and Ruth Katz
Hua Zhe (David) and Juan Zhang Ke
Richard W. Kieffer
Dale A. and Rachel B. Kimball
Jeanne M. and Richard A.° Kimball
Violet Kimball
Thomas G. and Kathryn B. Kimble
Robert A. Kimsey
Rick Klass
William C. and Kimberly Perkins Klintworth
Glade M. and Kathleen Knight
Kevin G. Knipfing
Tom C. Korologos
John Kunzweiler and Julie La Nasa
Kihong Kwon
Michael and Kate Lahey
Douglas S. and Joan Marie Lake
Michael S. and Mary Lee Lake
John D. and Jacquelyn LaLonde
Gary H. Lambert
Esther R. Landa
Howard S. and Terry E. Landa
Karl G. Lark
Kenneth W. Larsen
Daniel Larson
James Larson
John and Dorothy Latchum°

Bret H. Laughlin
Barbara and Frank Layden
Catherine B. Lence
P. Marion Lennberg
William H.° and Mimi Levitt
James L. and Lisa Levy
Kent S. and Carol A. Lewin
S. Rex Lewis°
Xiao Jian and Katie Li
Arthur G. Lipman
T. Larry Livsey
Adelma T. LoPrest
Herbert J. Louis
Beverly B. Love
Thomas M. and Jamie N. Love
Dan K. Lundergran and Elizabeth D. Winter
David J. and Vicki MacKay
Don A. and Marjorie W. Mackey
Brigham D. Madsen° and Mary L. Harriman
Joan S. and Michael B. Madsen
Maridin Maier-Rhodes and Craig P. Rhodes
Philip C. Major
Theodore F. and Joan Major
Sidney G. and Richard P.° Makoff
John C. and Pamela L. March
Winn Margetts
Ernest D. Mariani
John S. Marsden
Jane Hemingway Mason
Norma W. and Scott M.° Matheson
George T. Mattena
J. Michael and Mary A. Mattsson
Willard Z. Maughan
Cheryll and Dean L.° May
Bradley and Amy Mayeda
Thorn L. Mayes

° Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
Michael J. and Cody Mazuran
Gary McCarver
James L. and Clara McDermott
Diane J. and Robert A. McDonald
Jerilyn S. McIntyre and W. David Smith
Michael P. and Teresa McKone
O. Lynn and Susan M. McShane
Jerry A. and Janet McWillis
L. Ralph and Barbara F. Mecham
Robert B. and Charleen F. Mee
John D. and Margaret A. Mellott
David Charles Merrell
Kurt Micek
Anthony W. and Carol S. Middleton
Roger C. and Valerie Millar
Lawrence Mills
Carl S. and Janet O. Minden
Martin W. and Virginia Mitchell
Dennis W. and Donna Monson
David E. Moody
John H. Morgan, Jr.
Jean Mueller
Sidney J. and Patricia Mulcock
John P. and Christie T. Mullen
Kent Murdock
Una Nakamura
Bill Neighbors
Ralph P. and Marge L. Neilson
John C. and Linda B. Nelson
Dix A. and Sara C. Newell
Richard E. and Kim Nicholson
Deena and Jaron Norberg
Richard and Renee Nordlund
A. Dennis Norton
Tosca Norton
Rick D. Nydegger
Rodger A. Nye
Chris B. and Linda C. Oberle
Judith N. and Patrick O’Day
Keith Olson
Staford V. and Jeri K. Openshaw
Stanford B. and Barbara B. Owen
Thomas and Colleen B. Paddock
Neil Papiano
Sydne and Scott S. Parker
Virgil J. and Jacquelyn A. Parker
David S. and Jennifer H. Parkin
Merlin R. Pass
Peter E. Paulos
Lorin C. Peck
Todd Pedersen
Sanford D. Pepper
Floyd A. and Carol B. Peterson
Betty Jo and Lewis Peterson
C. Matthew and Pauline B. Peterson
Chase N. and Grethe B. Peterson
David R. and Kathy Peterson
Gaylon and Linda Peterson
Jerry W. and Ila R. Peterson
Raymond R. and Judith C. Peterson
George J. and Cynthia C. Petrow
Neuman C. and Ireva G. Petty
Scott W. and Nanci O. Pickett
John F. Piercey
George C. and Anne C. Pingree
S. David and Debora Plummer
George (John) and Francine Potter
William G. Powell
Susan and Stephen Prescott
Amy R. Price
Barbara B. Prince
Gregory and JaLynn Prince
University Founders

Sherrie L. Prince
Stephen Pruitt
Lorin K. and Judith A. Pugh
John and Millicent Puglisi
Philip J. and Anne Purcell
Calvin L. and Lucybeth C. Rampton
Rhoda W. and T. Upton Ramsey
E. Kent and Anne Rasmussen
Richard F. and Jan Rasmussen
Charles H. Redd
Don B. Reddish
Patrick M. and Gwen S. Reddish
Todd A. and Debbie Reid
Attilio D. and Mabel W. Renzetti
David K. and Sharon P. Richards
Seth A. Riddle
Kevin and Jami Rindlisbacher
Kathe Robbins
Scott L. and Jane M. Robinson
Michael W. and Christee R. Roderick
Blake Roney
Thomas D. Rosenberg
Forest Rosengren
Rodney S. and Carol S. Rougelot
Jonathan M. and Tina B. Ruga
Dennis D. Russell
Quintin J. Sahratian
Paula Swaner and Joseph M. Sargetakis
Jacoy W. Sawyer
Theodore G. and Elizabeth Schmidt
Kathy E. Schmitz-Roderick and
William C. Roderick
Adam E. Schuster
Walter O. Schwarz
Ann B. and Lynn S. Scott
Jonathan Scoville and Tandy Beal
Sally F. Sears
Jerrold K. and Naomi R. Senser
Bruce L. and Kim Shannon
John and Margaret M. Shuff
Dan and Margaret Siegel
Matthew S. Sigman and
Deborah L. Burney-Sigman
Malcolm and Charlene Sillars
Ruth Silver
Jeffrey Silvestrini and Leslie Van Frank
L. E. and Virginia Simmons
Alice Merrill Simonsen
Gregory J. and Jenny P. Skedros
Donna T. and William B. Smart
Ronald A. Smart
Gibbs M. and Catherine Smith
Linda H. and E. Richard Smith
Kelly and Barbara Smith
Menlo and Mary Jean Smith
Zachary Dee Smith
Barbara D. and Wendell M. Smoot
Wendell M. and Monetta B. Smoot
Lee Snedaker
Rodney G. and Barbara Ann Snow
Denise R. Sobel
Michael L. and Micki N. Sobieski
Eunice L. Soper
Charles W. Sorenson, Jr.
William H. and Janet S. Spoor
Sandra S. and Don Stanutz
Page and Lynn Stegner
William Fulton Stephens, Jr.
J. Robert and Ann K. Stewart
Betty Curtis Stokes
David R. Streiff
George T. and Norma C. Stromberg

Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
University Founders

David T. and Merle Strong  
W. Barry Sutton  
R. Anthony Sweet  
Margaret C. Swenson  
Stephen D. and Sonnie Swindle  
Craig L. Taft  
Naoma Tate  
Carol H. and Robert L. Tayler  
Leo and Geraldine Taylor  
Marvin H. and Ruth Teuscher  
Milton H. Thackeray  
H. E. Smith and Michelle L. Thieme  
Gordon W. Thiriot  
Ann A. Jarcho and J. Robert Thomas  
Jack E. Thomas  
Richard S. and Susan G. Thomas  
Colleen K. Thompson  
Philip M. and Pamela Thompson  
Jo Anna J. and J. Kent Thorne  
Scott W. and Betsy D. Thornton  
W. Rex Thornton  
Emi Kasai Toland  
E. Barry and Trisha Topham  
Randy and Susan Turpin  
Alida W. and Frank H. Tyler  
S. Lyman and Bessie R. Tyler  
Ben and Margie Ungricht  
Ronald L. and Pamela K. Urry  
Michael Varner and Kathleen Digre  
Nicholas S. and Nancy G. Vidalakis  
Brad and Jean Vierig  
Bill and Heidi Vriens  
Merrill S. and Edward C. Wall  
Nancy W. and Nicholas Ward  
Reuel and Dorothy Ware  
C. Scott and Berniel T. Watkins  
Maysie E. Watts  
Lawrence C. and Delores M. Weaver  
Inga F. Weil  
Dominic and Jeanette Welch  
Robert F. Weyher  
Frederick S. Wheeler  
R. Keith Whitaker  
Paul Garn Whitby  
Walt White  
Kyle D. and Jamie D. Whittingham  
Calvin H. and Frances R. Wilcox  
Don M. and Joleen Willey  
Clayton R. and Elaine Williams  
John W. Williams  
Kenneth L. and Mary Williams  
Charles R. and Cathy J. Williamson  
Marian Robertson Wilson  
Burke L. and Helen H. Winget  
R. Gayle Winterrose  
Sylvan H. and Ruth Wittwer  
Jacque Wolfe  
Michael K. Wolfe  
Robert W. and Barbara J. Wood  
Joan J. Woodbury  
Roy and Kathryn Woodbury  
Mark L. and Connie L. Woodland  
H. Ross Workman  
Garold and Barbara Yost  
Joseph H. and Frances Young  
Michael K. and Marti Young  
Suzan Stewart Young  
Robert F. and Christine M. Zeidner
ORGANIZATIONS

Abbott Laboratories
Air Terminal Gifts, Inc.
Alder Construction Company
Ally Bank
Alta Peruvian Lodge, Inc.
Alta Ski Area
America First Credit Union
American Association of Neurological Surgeons
American Nutrition, Inc.
G.W. Anderson Revocable Trust
Ida Lee Anderson Revocable Trust
Arteriocyte, Inc.
Ash Grove Cement Company
M. Russell Ballard Trust
Ballet West
Bank of America Plantation Market
Bank of American Fork
Haven J. and Bonnie Rae Barlow Family Foundation
Theodore W. Batterman Family Foundation
Brent and Bonnie Jean Beesley Foundation
Bertin Family Foundation
Bingham Canyon Lions Club
Bioglass Soda Farms
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
The Bonnemort Foundation
Bonneville Cycling Club
Mervyn L. Brenner Foundation, Inc.
The Burgess Group, Inc.
Burningham Foundation

The Jack and Dorothy Byrne Foundation, Inc.
C A F Enterprises, Ltd.
Caldwell, Richards & Sorenson
Callister Nebeker & McCullough
Canal Charitable Foundation
Catalyst Foundation
Catalyst Magazine
CCG Howells
Chevron Energy Technology Corporation
Clear Link Technologies, LLC
Coda Technologies, Inc.
Codale Electric Supply, Inc.
Colorado River & Trail Expeditions, Inc.
Comcast
Commerce CRG Utah, LLC
Corning, Inc.
Cowboy Properties, LC
Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation
The CT Meeting
Dadiva Foundation
Victor L. and Madge M. Davies Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Deer Valley Resort
Emma Mary Deland Foundation
The Denver Foundation
Tony Divino Toyota of Ogden, Inc.
Dunn Communications, Inc.
Durham Jones & Pinegar, PC
EDA Architects, Inc.
Educational Broadcasting Corporation
Eldredge Furniture Company
Elsevier B V
Engh Gardens
William and Fern England Foundation
Epic Events, Inc.

◊ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
University Founders

eReinsure, Inc.
Ernest F. Mariani Company
Fidelity Investments
The Firmage Group, Inc.
French Riviera Health Spa
Fusion Imaging
Sterling and Shelli Gardner Foundation
Gastronomy, Inc.
GE Money Bank
Geneva Rock Products, Inc.
John B. and Geraldine W. Goddard
Family Foundation
Grand Canyon River Outfitters
Association
Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Greater Washington Educational
Telecommunications Association, Inc.
D. Forrest Greene and Gerda M. Greene
Foundation
Harbinger, Inc.
Harmon’s
Heers Charitable Remainder Trust
The Holbrooke Foundation
Ibarra Foundation
Interform Graphics
Intermountain Plant Works
Intermountain Realty Group
Theodore M. Jacobsen Trust
JBR Environmental Consultants, Inc.
JetBlue Airways Corporation
Jewish Community Endowment Fund
Johnson Foundation
Benjamin H. Katz Family Foundation
Ken Garff West Valley Dodge
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
The King’s English Bookshop
Beatrice F. Kroesche Foundation
Kenneth Larsen Living Trust
Lichtenberger Foundation
Lofgren Family Trust
Macy’s Foundation
David A. Mahas Trust
Marsh USA
Masco Incorporated
Ralph & Dorothy Mecham Support
Foundation
Midwest Floor Coverings, Inc.
Minovasia Corporation
Mitsui & Company (USA), Inc.
MJSA Architecture
Modern Display
M-One Specialties, Inc.
Moreton Family Foundation
Mountain America Federal Credit Union
Mary M. Muir Family Trust
Murdock Chevrolet, Inc.
National Breast Cancer Foundation
Evelyn Newton Family Trust
The Okland Family Foundation
Slim Olson’s Distributing
Overstock.com
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Salt Lake
PGS Americas, Inc.
Phillips Art Gallery
The Pi Foundation
Playing for Life Foundation
Portfolio Investments
Precision Drywall, Inc.
The Presser Foundation
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Prince Yeates & Geldzahler
R & R Partners, Inc.
University Founders

Reagan Outdoor Advertising, Inc.
Research Institute of Industrial Science and Technology
Reuel's Art & Frame
Richards Brandt Miller & Nelson, PC
Ridge Creek Properties
Riverton Music, Inc.
Marilyn June Robinson Foundation Trust
Rocky Mountain Foundation
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation
The Alfred and Frances Ross Foundation
Rothman Family Foundation
Rowland Hall-St. Mark's School
RWK Industrial Park
Science Applications International Corporation
Salt Lake City Corporation
Salt Lake City Lions Club
Salt Lake City School District
Salt Lake Film Society
Salt Lake Mailing & Printing
Salt Lake Roasting Company
Sam Weller's Bookstore
Treasurer of San Juan County
Silo Farms
Virginia and L. E. Simmons Foundation
Sizzling Platter, Inc.
Solitude Ski Resort Company
Eunice L. Soper 1988 Family Trust
Standard Life & Casualty Insurance Company
Stoel Rives, LLP
Strong & Hanni
Strong Audi
Suitter Axland, PLLC
Swing for Life, Inc.
Sysco Intermountain Food Services
Target Bank
Target Stores
Lee E. and Herta Teitelbaum Trust
Teva Neuroscience, Inc.
TG Public Corporation
The Scott W. and Betsy Thornton Family Foundation
TKJ Charities, Inc.
U.G.P.D.-Utah, LLC
UBS Foundation USA
Uinta International Education Institute
Underworld Resources
United Way of Greater Los Angeles
University Park Marriott Hotel
US Bancorp Foundation
The Utah Community Foundation
Utah Food Services
Utah Imports, Inc.
Utah State Bar
Valcom Salt Lake City, LC
Varian Medical Systems, Inc.
vSpring Capital, LLC
W. L. Gore and Associates, Inc.
Walgreens Co.
Waters Corporation
WGBH Educational Foundation
Whole Foods Market
George B. and Oma E. Wilcox and Gibbs M. and Catherine W. Smith Charitable Foundation
Willey Ford
University Founders

PLANNED GIVING

The following individuals have designated planned gifts of $50,000 – $99,999 to the University of Utah as of June 30, 2011.

Curtis E. Ackerlind, Jr.
Kathleen M. Alacano
Scott Bailey
Cindy K. Barney
Robert J. Barron
William F. and Victoria F. Bennion
Beverly B. Bistline
Fred A. Carleson
Dwight P. and Jean Cruikshank
Madge M. Davies
Donna L. Gilbert
Merrill A. and Evelyn C. Godfrey
Harry D. Goode
Bernard and Sally Hale
Kip and Marina Harris
Dennis C. and Nancy C. Hughes
Jody L. Jarrett
Reid R. and Barbara R. Kimball
Neil K. and Edie Kochenour
Katharine W. Lamb
Kathryn Lindquist
Franklin E. and Katherine E. Massoth
Peggy Norton
Stanislav O’Jack
Frank Renald
Paul G. Salisbury
Eunice L. Soper
M. Paul and Blanche P. Southwick
Edward D. and Carol J. Spurgeon
Jim Stavrakakis
John A. and Doris J. Stipech
Jack E. Thomas
Robert L. and Terrie Treft
Randy and Susan Turpin
Jane S. Wagner
Gerald R. Walter
Kenneth L. and Mary Williams
INDIVIDUALS

Kimberly Marie Abbott
Denise Achelis
Jeffrey D. and Heather O. Adams
William H. and Susie Adams
Mbe Takim Agbor
Dominic and Virginia Albo
Raymond H. and Ila Jane Aldrich
Dennis C. and Pamela M. Alexander
John C. and Sheryl Allen
David G. Amidon
Robert B. Andersen
W. Clark Andersen
Klay Anderson and Kathryn Handy
Eric D. and Judy W. Anderson
Gary J. and Cynthia Sue Anderson
Gregory B. and Allyson M. Anderson
Michael B. and Kelly Anderson
Nancy and Brad Andes
Jack R. and Cheryl A. Andrews
Patricia and Leonard T.° Aoyagi
Robert D. Archibald and Mary Ellen Navas
Patrice Arent
James W. and Renae Arveseth
Dave and Danna Asay
John and Neena D. Ashton
M. John and Linda C. Ashton
R. E. Ashworth
D. Gilbert Athay
James B. Ausenbaugh
Robert K. Avery
R. Gordon° and Anita N. Bader
Briant G. Badger
Tina G. and E. Bryan Bagley
Dan R. Baker

E. Rick Baldini
Fred S. and Joyce W. Ball
R. Gene and Christine Ball
Craig B. and Melissa G. Ballard
J. Richard Baringer
Allan H. and Joanne G. Barker
Desmond C. and Jane M. Barker
Randy Barker
Rick Barker
Scott D. and Collette B. Barlow
Ben Barnes
Ronald J. Barness
Lynn E. Barnett
Stephen L. and Daryl C. Barrett
Richard L. and Jackie Bartholomew
Alan C. and Vanice Bartlett
Carl W. and Leslie V. Barton
Richard Barron
Jan L. and F. Robert Bayle
Patrick M. and Judith Ann Beatie
Donald D. and Jean Beck
Bernard and Nina° Begué
Evalyn D. and Wallace R.° Bennett
David K. and Patricia A. Bennion
Jodie L. Bennion
Neal W. and Carolyn P. Bennion
Kenneth D.° and Pamela H. Benson
Charles P. Bieber
Patty K. Biedermann
Scott A. Biedermann
Peter and Margaret Billings
John and Georgia Bircumshaw
O. Brent Black
Robert L. and Anna C. Bliss
Gertrude E. Boehlen
Bobette Bohne

◆ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
Michele M. and Russ M. Bonacci
Kenneth and Joann Borg
Judi and Michael H. Bourne
John D. and Pamela J. Bowen
Robert K. and Lynda B. Bowen
Donald R. Bowes
Kent M. and Deborah H. Bowman
John A. Boyd
Dale E. and Barbara C. Bradley
Glenda Y. and Jim Bradley
Howard C. and Afton B. Bradshaw
Judy Brady and Drew Browning
Carl D. Brandt
E. Rich and Jane Brewer
Kim H. and Vicki Briggs
Newll G. and Mary Bringhurst
Paul T. and Maureen K. Brinkman
Joseph S. and Carol Broadbent
Ray S. and Susan Broadbent
Lowell C. and Sonia Brown
Jan H. and Judith D. Brunvand
Ken and Karen Buchi
Randall J. and Suzan S. Buchmiller
J. Bert and Kate N. Bunnell
A. Gary* and Shirlee Burgener
Paul R. and Jane L. Burgess
Shirley E. and Billie N. Burke
Randall W. and Marjorie H. Burt
Kenneth J. and Kristina F. Burton
Joseph T. Butler, Jr.
Mary Ellen and Thomas H. Caine
Kelly Grant and Lisa Calder
John W. Callister
Nancy L. and William D. Callister
Vickie J. Campbell
Lois C. Canning
Keith A. and Stephanie F. Cannon
Densen and Shaochan Cao
Cole R. Capener
Ted and Judy Capener
Colleen Cluff Caputo
Steven J. Caputo
Robert G. Carlile
E. Lindsay and Carla O. Carlisle
Thomas R. and Mary C. Carlson
Douglas T. and Lorri Carrell
Roger A. and Kathryn C. Carter
Thomas R. Carter
Alan W* and Judith S. Castellion
Richard M. Cawthon
Thure E. Cerling
Kristen Chandler
Susan Tanner Chapman
Joann Freed Chavré
Yong Yong Chen and Linda Ma
Steve and Val Chin
Allen A. and Jenny L. Christensen
Carol Christensen
Edward R. Christensen and
Claudia V. Trant-Christensen
Gerald R* and Mary Lee Christensen
Mac and Joan Christensen
Preston J. Christensen
Frank A. and Susan Christenson
Richard A. and Margaret M. Christenson
Mary Jane Ciccarello and Morris Rosenzweig
Robert B. and Anne H. Clark
Sam and Liz Clark
Jeff J. Clawson
Robert K. and Shirley R* Clawson
Stephen S. Clinger
Dennis and Polly Coleman
University Deseret Donors

G. Gary Connelly and Marian A. Connelly
Ralph M. and Vera Conner
Barbara R. Cook
Jerry C. Cook
Lyndon W. Cook
La Mar W. Coon
Tom Cordova
Alan and Patty Cottle
C. A. (Pudley) Cowley
Gary P. Cox
Richard F. Crebs
Q. Michael and Susan L. Croft
Curt P. and Mary C. Crowther
L. Dale and Peggy Ann Cruse
Charles H. and Kathleen P. Culp
Chana Cummings
Kevin and Guin Cummings
Benjamin and Erica S. Dahl
Allan L. Dahle
Mickael L. Dahle
Tim Dahle
Joseph G. and Susan G. Daines
Daniel G. Darger
Bert L. and Dorothy Dart
Craig W. and Robyn T. Davis
Goldy M. and Oliver Dawson
David R. Dean
Suzanne Dean
Loni F. Deland
William F. Delvie
William and Carolyn D’Evelyn
Bruce Dickamore
Betty J. Dillon
Jerry S. and Deborah Dixon
Hellmut H. and Gerda Doelling
Curtis L. and Alisa M. Doman
Lawrence D. Dorr
Marilyn R. Dougery
Glen A. and Janet W. Dover
Wilford C. and Dana Druk
Randy L. and Kathy D. Dryer
Bruce and Elizabeth Dunlevie
David J. and Marilyn Dunn
Thomas H. and Laurie J. Eastwood
Molly U. and Perry A. Eaton
Lisa E. Eccles
M. David Eckersley and Anne Milne
Edna and James Ehleringer
Lyda L. Elbel
Jack and Melanie Elizondo
J. Keith and Elaine G. Ellertson
Mary Ann Ellis Cassell and Brad Cassell
Mark E. and Lori A. Elwood
Dennis N. Emery
Norda F. and John W. Emmett
Dan and Janet England
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Kenneth R. Erickson
Mary W. Erickson
Lily Eskelson
Fred and Gerry Esplin
Carl Occie Evans
G. Kent Evans
Jerald R. Evans
Ralph M. and Dana G. Falk
O. William and Mary J. Farley
Ron and Tami Feulner
Jeffrey L. Fillerup
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Michael M. Fisher
Raymond G. and Ruth B. Fisher
William D. and Suzanne C. Folland
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Michael R. and Barbara Fordham
Carol M. and Norman L. Foster
Robert S. and Kathleen H. Fotheringham
Sidney W. and Mary F. Foulger
Douglas S. Foxley
Thomas Frank
Deon Freed
Michael C. Frei
Jacqueline Frischknecht
Jacob A. and Valene Fuhriman
Sheldon R. Furst
G. Donald and Doris C. Gale
Kelley Michael Gale
John W. (Jack) and Grace Mary Gallivan
Jay and Lynda Gamble
Connie L. Gardner
K. Eric and Marian A. Gardner
Reed M. and Jacqueline C. Gardner
Sarah B. George and Robert L. Ford
David and Diana Gessel
Raymond and Harriet Gesteland
Barbara and Bill Gibbons
Robert and Mary D. Gilchrist
David and Kaye Gillen
David L. and Doris P. Gillette
Frank R. Godfrey
Anamarie Sanone Gold
Robert A. and Anne Freed Goldberg
Lawrence K. and Suzanne Goldsmith
Bill and Shannon Gordon
Robert and Rosanne Gordon
Hays and Nonie H. Gorey
David L. and Carolyn C. Gorham
James and Sharla Gramoll
Samuel and Ann Granato
David M. Grant

Barbara J. Graves and Robert W. Schackmann
Thomas B. Green
Kenneth J. Greenberg
Robin Grey
Dennis and Judith Grimes
Margaret H. Groen
David M. Gubler
Thomas L. and Victoria E. Guinney
Sivaraman Guruswamy
Richard H. Haacke and Dolores Chase
John H. Haines
Dianne F. and DeVon C. Hale
Marion D. and Maxine C. Hanks
Glenn and Bruhnild Hanni
David Hanscom
Craig Hansen and Irene S. Fisher
Charles Hansen and Terri Case
Charles N. and Lois I. Hansen
David and Suzanne Hansen
Edwin L. and Myra Hansen
Gaylon W. Hansen
Jonathan M. and Angela M. Hansen
R. Craig Hansen
Francis V. Hanson
Stewart M. and Deanne D. Hanson
Brad D. and Jolie Coleman Hardy
Robert L. and Jane Harrington
Lowell L. and Janet L. Harris
Quinton S. and Ruth Ann Harris
Darrell H. Hart
Patricia J. Haskell
C. Bradford Hatch
Joseph L. and Annette S. Hatch
Orrin G. and Elaine Hatch
Russell G. and Shannon Hatch
Robert D. and Virginia D. Hayes
Kurt and Kristine Hegmann
M. Peter* and Robyn O. Heilbrun
Barbara Jo Heiner
Douglas C. Heiner
Ann E. Henderson
Boyd* and Peggy N. Henrie
Doug Hensala
Art and Connie Jo Hepworth-Woolston
James N. Herron
Colleen and Ernest Hewlett
Holly and Stacy Higbee
Chris and Kathy Hill
Melvin E. Hill
Lynn M. and Nancy Hilton
John L. Hinds
Jerald C. Hinshaw
Alan J. Hirschfield
Paul J. and Bonnie W. Hirst
Michael J. and Jill M. Hirst
Robert O. and Carolyn S. Hoffman
Robert L. and Susan K. Hoge
William and Leslie Hokr
James R. and Meghan Holbrook
Robert H. and Susan W. Holt
Stephen O. and Jessica Hook
Kristin Hopfenbeck and Cary D. Jones
Kenneth W. and Barbara Horch
Jonathan H. Horne and
    Colleen Wilson-Horne
Leslie Ann and Charles C.° Hughes
Richard K. Hughes
Gary R. and Christine W. Hunter
Rosemarie and Paul Hunter
Kade T. and Kalli B. Huntsman
Jess and Joan Hurtado
Elise Hutchings

James L. and Rhea Hyde
Scott W. and Heidi Ingham
R. Todd and Vicki L. Inman
Richard A. and Gloria N. Irion
Robert Scott Irvine
Robert W. and Marie M. Irvine
David M. and Susan C. Jabusch
Newton R.* and Darlene C. Jackson
Heidi H. and Jeffrey Jacobs
Ralph H. and Joan M. Jacobson
James S. and Jeanne N. Jardine
Richard D. Jarrard and Susan L. Halgedahl
Bruce S. and Margaret W. Jenkins
Douglas R. and Karen H. Jensen
Todd A. and Carmelle Jensen
Richard L. and Diane Jenson
Cosette Joesten
Chuck and Debbie Johanson
Barry and Joyce Johnson
Dale G. and Beverly C. Johnson
Faye H. and S. Chris Johnson°
William A. Johnston
Daniel W. Jones
Jill A. Jones
Leon L. and Judith Anne B. Jones
Paul W. Jones
Richard C. and Sheri K. Jones
Gary Q. Jorgensen
Joseph G.° and Joyce M. Jorgenson
Sholly Kagan
Robert Kagle
Joshua S. and Catherine M. Kanter
Ibrahim Karawan and Melanie Taylor
Tom Kartsotis
Brian E. Katz
David and Mary Ann Kelly
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Robert E. and Geraldine H. Kelly
Diane S. Kern
Robert R. and Julie H. Kessler
Patrick F. and Margaret Kiser
Barbara Knapp
Arlene M. Knight
Betty B. Knight
Gerald E. Knudson
Kristine Knutson
Neil and Edie Kochenour
John J. and Carol Koegler
Therus C. Kolff
Jindrich Kopecek and Pavla Kopeckova
David A. and Carol J. Kranes
Sandra and Layne A. Kresser
Steve and Lisa B. Kritz
Thomas R. Kroesche
Paul and Sharee Kunz
Wendy A. and Thomas Lacy
Katherine W. Lamb
Michael R. and Janice B. Lamb
David and Robyn Lamm
Carol L. Land
Wesley P. and Lois J. Larsen
Suzanne and Gary Larsen
Bruce M. and Gayle T. Larson
Jared R. and Angela Larson
Susan R. and Douglas J. Larson
Doris and Michael Lawson
Peter Quinney Lawson and Alle L. Wilson
Phillip W. Lear
G. Richard and Pamela R. Lee
S. Whitfield and Christina C. Lee
Michael J. Lemon
George N. Lendaris
Robert Lennon
W. E. and Martha Leonard
David E. Leta
Toby Levitt
Farrel Lewis
E. Keith and Marian H. Lignell
Karl E. and Susan Lind
Telitha Ellis Lindquist
Robert C. Livsey
Mary O. and Donald B. Lloyd
John L. Loeb
Susan L. Loffler
Ann M. Love
George H. Lowe, III
Steven F. and Brenda C. Lowe
Edward G. Lueders
Randy and Karen Luke
Julie V. and John Roland Lund
Gregory O. and Jaleen N. Lunt
W. Andrew and Lori S. Lyle
Nancy S. and Joseph Lyon
Dave and Tami MacFarlane
Edwin L. and Carole F. Madsen
Francis A. and Constance C. Madsen
Doralee Durham Madsen
Craig J. and Karen T. Madsen
Charles E. and Crystal Maggelet
Dave and Marilyn Maher
Joseph Malanga
W. Jefferies Mann
Robert E. and Mikelle Mansfield
Jackie and Milo Marsden
Debra M. Marshall
Bethann Butcher Martin
W. K. Martin
JoAnn and Gary Matern
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Robyn K. Matheson
Stephen D. and Lorna H. Matheson
Derek J. and Katy Mattsson
John W. and Karen Mauger
Maureen Patricia McCarrthy
Shaun Patrick McCarrthy
Murray K. and Marie McComas
Gail J. and Robert P. McComas
Jack L. McCord
Tony and Kathy McCord
Carole A. and G. Randy McDowell
Tim H. and Ingmarie McElvain
Judy H. and Paul P. McGarrell
Robert R. and Frances E. McKay
G. Alan McLaren and Suzanne E. Wade
John G. and Anna M. McMillian
Bill McNabb
Sean M. McNabb
Warren K. and Virginia G. McOmber
James C. and Michele H. McRea
David W. McSwain
Harry W. McSwain
Richard O. Mecham
A. Wayne and Sharon W. Meikle
Gerald S. and Jane S. Meiling
George D. and Nancy N. Melling
Robert H. Miles
Arthur J. and Karen G. Miller
Lynn C. and Carolyn M. Miller
Clifford A. Miller
Corey A. and Nancy J. Miller
Maxwell A. and Linda V. Miller
Scott W. and Tori L. Miller
David M. Mock
Christina A. and Michael H. Moerer
Ronald G. and Suzanne S. Moffitt

Sue M. and Robert J. Moore
David T. Morgan
Mary Ann and Tony Morgan
Nick G. Morgan, III
Betty and Kendrick O. Morrison
Mimi B. Mortensen
Victoria A. and Douglas G. Mortensen
Royce and Lois Moser
Ronald D. Muchow
George G. Mulligan
Sean J. and Kimberley K. Mulvihill
Barbara C. and Kent H. Murdock
Kevin R. and Kent A. Murray
Lillian M. Nail
Conrad H. and Carolyn R. Nebecker
Gary R. Nebecker
Marilyn H. Neilson
Ertralee F and Richard J. Nelson
Leigh Neumayer and David Bull
Stephen E. Newman
Gary J. and Cynthia S. Nicolaysen
M. Darrell and Darlene D. Nilson
Kenneth R. Norton
Joseph and Shirley Novak
William D. and Margaret F. Odell
Jonathan R. and Jennifer Oettli
Todd R. and Marianne D. Ogaard
Scott and Karen Ogden
Haeing Il and Hee Kyung Oh
Chieko N. Okazaki
Kenneth and Kelle Okazaki
Brett J. and Kristen Okland
Tubber and Mary Okuda
Laura and Jerold G. Oldroyd
Mike Olsen
Betty B. Organick
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Rodney D. Sanders
Mary Eve Sanford
Gregory H. Sanguinetti
Al Santi
Joseph E. and Ann S. Sasich
Hy Saunders
Ford G. and Claudia M. Scalley
James S. and Barbara A. Schallheim
Linda V. and Mark D. Scholl
James R. and Mary Jo Scott
Andrew E. Scriver
Jack W. Sears
Lon D. and Ann B. Secrist
Jill S. and William T. Sedam
Ben L. and Marilyn A. Seegmiller
Bill and Dixie Sells
Becky and Glenn Setterberg
Howard C. and Marjorie Sharp
Sally Dee Sharp
Clough Shelton and Kay Shelton
William N. and Joanne F. Shiebler
Milton P. and Heidi Shipp
Yan-Ting E. Shiu
W. Scott Shuler and Kathleen Shuler
Christopher and Elizabeth Sikorski
William P. McKenna and Ann V. Simonson
E. Roger and Dolly Simonson
Karl A. and Rebecca Simonson
William R. Simpson
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Earl L. and Ann D. Skidmore
Barbara Slaymaker
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Larry S. and Allyson B. Smith
Chris H. Smith
Henry J. and Doris H. Smith
Hortense C. and Ruth Smith
Karl S. Smith
Lee M. Smith
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Gordon T. Souther
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Blake E. and Cindy Ann Strong
Brad D. Strong
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1-800 Contacts, Inc.
3 Form, Inc.
AJC Architects
Alder Sales Corporation
Franklin and Elizabeth F. Alex Charitable Foundation
Alpine Art & Frame, Inc.
Alta Lodge
Amedica Corporation
American Endowment Foundation
American Institute of Architects
American Porphyria Foundation
American Society for Microbiology
Amirsys, Inc.
Anderson Family Foundation
APX Alarm Security Solutions, Inc.
ARCS Foundation Inc., Utah Chapter
Mrs. Backer's Pastry Shop
The Lorraine Beckham Ashe Foundation
Beijing Utah Sino-US Culture Exchange Center
Bernard and Barbro Foundation
E. J. Bird Foundation
Black Bull, Inc.
Blue Iguana
Boeing Employees Good Neighbor Fund
The Boyer Family Foundation Trust
Brookside Animal Hospital
CFC, Inc.
Cache Valley Electric Co.
California Community Foundation
Campbell Scientific, Inc.
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
Carleson Second Charitable Foundation
CBIZ, Inc.
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Ceramatec
Chapman and Cutler, LLP
Community Foundation of Jackson Hole
Creamer Investments, Inc.
Curriculum Designers, Inc.
D. Dahle Mazda
Tim Dahle Imports
Deseret Foundation
Disney Worldwide Services, Inc.
Dixie Escalante Rural Electric Association, Inc.
Dunn Associates, Inc.
Elaine G. Ellerton Family Trust
The Endocrine Society
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Ernst & Young, LLP
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Fairclough Family Foundation Trust
Edith P. Fairclough Family Trust
The Fanwood Foundation
Fibers, Inc.
Fiddler's Elbow
The Fieldstone Foundation
John H. and Joan Firmage Revocable Trust
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Raymond George and Ruth Bitner Fisher Foundation
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Foothold
James Gaddis Investments Co., Ltd.
Kem C. Gardner Family Partnership, Ltd.
Gibbs & Bruns, LLP
Gillen & Associates Insurance & Bond, LLC
The Goldminer's Daughter Lodge
Graymont Western U.S., Inc.
Gurr Investments, Ltd.
Mike Hale Enterprises
Dorothy S. Hall Trust
L. Harris Family Foundation
Heavystone Laboratory
John B. and Jean M. Henkels Revocable Trust
HES Merchant Services Company, Inc.
Alan J. Hirschfield Living Trust
Thomas A. and Lucille B. Horne Foundation
Preston G. Hughes Foundation, Inc.
Huntsman World Senior Games, Inc.
Hydrocarbon Research Foundation
IC Group
Impart Group, Inc.
Inflabloc Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Intermountain Donor Services
Iron Mountain Foundation
John W. and Helen B. Jarman Family Foundation
Annabella Jenkins Foundation
JMP Foundation
Maurice W. Johnson Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Kanter Family Foundation
Ken Garff Hyundai
Ken Garff Nissan
Kiewit Companies Foundation
Knudson Investments, Ltd.
KwangMyung Electric Co., Ltd.
La Caille
Lakeview Academy
Lamb's Grill Cafe
Larkin Memorial Corporation
Frederick R. Lawson Foundation
Liberty Heights Lawson Foundation
Liberty Heights Fresh
LineaGen Research Corporation
Log Haven Restaurant Group, LC
Love Communications
James L. and Carol C. Macfarlane Trust
Magicspace Entertainment
Magleby & Greenwood, PC
The Maher Foundation
Malt-O-Meal Company
Martine Cafe and Tapas
S. Martinelli & Company
Joan Mason Trust
MC Oil and Gas, LLC
Thomas Kearns McCarthey, Jr. Trust
McNabb Trucking
Kenneth O. Melby Family Foundation
Merrick Bank Corporation
Meteorological Solutions, Inc.
MHS, LLC
Mark Miller Pontiac Buick Kia
Harold and Lois Milner Foundation
Monsen Engineering, Inc.
Morrell Foundation
NACDS Foundation
Nanoshell Company
National Philanthropic Trust
Natural Resources Law Forum
The Nature Conservancy
Neighborhood House
Nelson & Sons, Inc.
NeuroAdjuvants, Inc.
NeuroTherapeutics Pharma, Inc.
New Freedom Mortgage
Newspace Entertainment, Inc.
Novell, Inc.
Les Olson Company
Orthopaedic Research and Education Foundation
Owens & Minor
Palladon Iron Corporation
Park City Performing Arts Foundation
Barbara A. Paulos Trust
Performance Audio
Phoenix International
Plan-B Theatre Company
James Plessas, Inc.
PosterGarden.com
Alan R. Pratt Trust
Provo Craft, Inc.
Ralston Consulting Group
Raybould, LLC
Rayner & Keeler, Ltd.
RC Willey
Reaveley Engineers & Associates, Inc.
Red Hanger Cleaners
The Regence Group
Repertory Dance Theatre
Rite Aid Corporation
RJAT International, Inc.
Robison, Hill & Company
Romney Lumber Company
Rosenberg Cooley Metcalf, LC
Roderick Earl Ross Memorial Foundation
RPM Resources, Inc.
Rustler Lodge
Salt Lake Convention and Visitors Bureau
Salt Lake Education Foundation
Salt Lake Valley Firefighters Association
Saturn of Salt Lake
Kenneth C. Savage Family Foundation
Bertram H. & Janet M. Schaap Trust
Schmidt Family Foundation
Schocker Commercial Properties
Clara B. Sears Revocable Trust
Secrist Management Group
Shanxi University
Shearman and Sterling, LLP
Shiebler Family Foundation Trust
Shiseido Company, Ltd.
ShopKo
Sam S. Shubert Foundation, Inc.
Sigma Chi Beta Epsilon Chapter
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Simmons Media Group
Gibbs M. Smith, Inc.
Lawrence Smith Family Exempt Trust
Southern Utah University
Staker & Parson Companies
Steel Encounters, Inc.
Stein Eriksen Lodge
Strong Volkswagen
Sun Lithographing Company
Sundance Catalog Company
Surgivision
T. C. Enterprise Investments, LLC
Tabula Rasa
Tanner, LLC
Ten Thousand Villages Utah, Inc.
The Thatcher Company
Title West Title Company
Tomsic & Peck, LLC
Traders Edge Network, LLC

Tulsa Community Foundation
Union Pacific Foundation
United Concerts, Inc.
United Jewish Endowment Trust
United Parcel Service
Utah Chapter of the American Planning Association
Utah Jazz
Utah Precision Marksmanship Society
Utah State Fireman’s Auxiliary
Valley Mental Health
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Vehix, Inc.
VMI Nutrition
Austin Levy Wahrhaftig Living Trust
Wal-Mart Foundation
Wasatch Capital Resources
Wasatch Touring
Dominic A. Welch Trust
Wenner-Gren Foundation
Western Pacific Group
Western States Arts Federation
Western States Management Corporation
Westminster College
Elyse Pantke White Foundation
G. W. Wildman Trust
Elliott Wolfe Trust
Yamagata Foundation
PLANNED GIVING

The following individuals have designated planned gifts of $25,000 – $49,999 to the University of Utah as of June 30, 2011.

A. Leon Anderson
John J. and Barrie N. Blake
J. Elaine Broadbent
Francis H. Brown
Calvin and Elizabeth Buhler
B. Allen Bunker
John W. and Norda F. Emmett
Katherine M. and Rick Farrow
James W. and Margie S. Freston
Jacob A. and Valene Fuhriman
C. Frances Gillmor
Ann E. Henderson
Ron Henriksen
Janke C. H. Kolff
William G. and Alice L. Kummer
Richard A. Macmillan
Michael J. Mooney
John K. and Margaret W. Morris
Royce and Lois Moser
Lawrence Nabers
Shannon Price
Robert N. and Clara B. Sears
JoLynda Stillman
Rolland Tougas
Clark D. and Alice Vanderhoof
Austin L. and Ruby D. Wahrhaftig
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President’s Club Committee

We gratefully acknowledge the members of the President’s Club Committee for their dedication, commitment and hard work in advancing the mission and objectives of the President’s Club:

**EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**

Donald G. Foot, Jr., Chair
Evelyn B. Lee, Vice Chair
Cynthia Conner, Past Chair

**ACTIVE MEMBERS**

Olivia V. Agraz
Jeselie B. Anderson
Bill Bennion
Kathryn C. Carter
Todd J. Cook
Laurie J. Eastwood
Kristine L. Eccles
Annjanine “AJ” F. Etzel
Muffy Mead Ferro
Richard L. Folkerson
Barbara T. Gaddis
Chet Goodwin
Pamela Greenwood
C. Bradford Hatch
Terry E. Landa
Bret H. Laughlin
C. Joseph Lyon
Richard O. Mecham
O. Wood Moyle, IV
Mori B. Paulsen
Vasilios C. Priskos
Lesli P. Rice
Jonathan M. Ruga
Michael W. Soulier
Duff M. Willey

**SUSTAINING MEMBERS**

Virginia “Ginny” Albo
Dorothy M. Anderson
David K. Bennion
Kent J. Chard
Kimberly B. Dahlstrom
Thomas H. Eastwood
G. Don Gale
Ronald E. Henriksen
Carolyn “Lyn” C. Hinckley
Michael W. Homer
Jerry S. Howells, Sr.
James L. Macfarlane
Robert E. Mansfield
W. Brent Maxfield
Mark C. Miller
Robert D. Myrick
Jack Pelo
William K. Reagan
Robert H. Rose
Frank H. Suitter
Jim M. Wall
Nadine Wimmer
Michael K. Wolfe
Jeffrey Wright
President’s Club - Individuals

We are grateful for the following individuals, estates, and anonymous donors who have made the following contributions from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011.

PLATINUM LEVEL

Annual Gifts of $25,000 or more from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011

Gregory Adondakis
Irwin and Gloria Altman
Borge B. Andersen
A. Scott and Jesselie B. Anderson
Robert H. Ballard
Ben Barnes
Bruce W. Bastian
Glenn Beck
Sandi Jo Behnken
Gainor L. and Joseph C. Bennett
L. Diane Bernard
William R. Bireley
John I. and Toni F. Bloomberg
Bobette Bohne
H. Kent and Kathleen Bowen
H. Roger and Sara S. Boyer
Rodney H. and Carolyn H. (Mitzi) Brady
Paula N. Brenchke
Elliot A. and Bethany R. Brinton
Mark S. Brouse
Frederick S. Buchanan
Richard D. and Sue Burbidge
Patrick M. Byrne
Justin D. Call
Ellen G. and Louis H. Callister
Helen Hemingway and Jeff S. Cardon
Alfred Han Chen and Eunice Zee-Chen
Patricia W. and William H. Child
Kyle S. and Alyce C. Christensen
Pamela K. Christensen
Rick and Shauna J. Clark
Cynthia Conner and Igor Best-Devereux
Annette P. and Ian M. Cumming
Tim and Candace Dee
Stephen G. and Susan E. Denkers
Jarvis and Constance Doctorow
Anne M. and David S. Dolowitz
J. Lynn and Diana Lady Dougan
Terrell and Paul Dougan
E. R. (Zeke) and Katherine W. Dumke
Ceone P. and Spencer F. Eccles
W. Hague and Sue J. Ellis
Alan K. and Barbara L. Engen
Jon Engen
Robert G. and Mary Jane Engman
Erik and Uzochi Erlingsson
Thomas H. and Carolyn L. Fey
Joan B. and John H. Firmage
J. Stephen and Kelly Fletcher
John A. and Irene Francis
David R. and Deanna E. Free
Kem C. and Carolyn B. Gardner
Katharine B. and Robert H. Garff
David Earl and Sherrie L. H. Gee
Clark P. and Nancy L. Giles
John B. and Geraldine W. Goddard
Rick L. and Anamarie S. Gold
Jordan A. and Dana C. Gross
Gordon and Connie Hanks
Phil Hansen
Douglas C. Heiner
John Higuchi
Deon T. Hilger
Phil and Gloria Horsley
Jon M. and Karen H. Huntsman
Clark D. and Christine C. Ivory
Stephen C. and Lynda M. Jacobsen
Terry K. and Karen C. Jensen
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Dale G. and Beverly C. Johnson
J. S. Roger Jones
Gloria Mayers Katz
Kirk Kerkorian
Margaret L. and Michael T. Kerr
Grant S. Kesler
Norman and Joanne Kettner
Robert A. Kimsey
Eunice B. Kronstadt
Larry S. Larkin
Kenneth W. Larsen
Rick Q. Lawson
Alan S. and Leslie Layton
David S. and Julie Layton
Seunghyun and Jeehyun Lee
Sharon K. Lehr
David and Helane Leta
S. Del Low
Mary and Roger Lowe
Jessica L. Lowrey and Jeffrey M. Habib
John Lee Magdiel
Robert S. Marquardt
Gaye H. Marrash
J. Willard and Donna Garff Marriott
Nancy P. and Richard E. Marriott
John S. Marsden
Nancy M. Martin
Philip and Sandra McCarthy
Diane J. and Robert A. McDonald
Peter and Catherine Meldrum
Larry H. and Gail Miller
Mark C. and Kathie Miller
Jessie T. and Nancy C. Montez
John A. Moran
G. Mitchell and June M. Morris
William and Parry W. Mead Murray
Richard E. Nicholson
Lewena Noorda
Charles A. and Margaret F. Nugent
Brett Jeffrey and Kristen Okland
J. Randy and Sandra Okland
Gordon M. and Marcia Olch
Richard A. and Carolyn K. Parmelee
Dinesh C. and Kalpana Patel
George J. and Cynthia C. Petrow
Frank R. Pignanelli
John and Marcia Price
Taft and Mary Jane Price
Gregory and JaLynn Prince
Joseph M. and Paula Quaglia
Ronald O. and Eileen Ragsdale
Todd A. and Debbie Reid
Joyce T. and Robert L. Rice
S. Grover and Ruth Rich
George R. Riser
Hazel I. M. Robertson
Shane V. and Robin S. Robison
Blake Roney
D. N. (Nick) and Penny Rose
Forest Rosengren
Max T. Sabour
Stan and Eleanor Sanders
Khosrow B. and Ghazaleh Semnani
Rocco C. and Marion S. Siciliano
David E. and Melinda K. Simmons
Harris H. and Amanda P. Simmons
L. E. and Virginia Simmons
Ron Simmons
Aline W. and L. S. Skaggs
Ronald A. Smart
Edward F. and Beverly J. Smith
Ryan Dee Smith
President’s Club - Individuals

Gold Level

Annual Gifts of $10,000 - $24,999 from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011

Mahmordreza Adibnazari
Jess A. and Olivia V. Agraz
Roger K. Allen
Lance D. Alworth
G. W. and Ida Lee Anderson
Edna Anderson-Taylor and Jerald M. Taylor
Eugene K. Andreasen
W. Melbourne and Kerry Armstrong
Theodore and Lois A. Arnow
Sue Ashdown
Martin S. and Renee R. Backer
Christopher J. Balfe
Peter L. Ashdown and Robin D. Ballard
Allen P. and Kathy J. Barber
Bonnie Rae E. and Haven J. Barlow
Robert Barney
Burtch W. Beall
Mary K. Beard and Vicki L. Macy
Teresa Beck
Robert D. Belnap
Lorna Smith Benjamin
Wallace and Marie Nelson Bennett
Neal W. and Carolyn P. Bennion
C. Verl and Shirley M. Benzley
A. Lorris and Ann C. Betz
G. Marsden and Lynette Blanch
Wayne Boydstun
Judy Brady and Drew Browning
Jack W. and Karen R. Brittain
Marilyn M. and Richards Broadbent
Francis H. Brown
Eveline Bruenger

Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
President’s Club - Individuals

J. Bert and Kate N. Bunnell
Paul R. and Jane L. Burgess
Dale A. and Janeel O. Burningham
C. Hilmon and Linda M. Castle
Yong Yong Chen and Linda Ma
Grace Chicken
Lane C. and Paula W. Childs
Preston James Christensen
John N.° and Loa Clawson
Phillip W. and Susan D. Clinger
Hal M. and Aileen H. Clyde
Elaine Cohen and Rich Riesenberg
Peter and Debra Cole
Sterling D. and Eleanor R. Colton
M. H.° and Joyce H. Cook
John and Marilyn Crawford
Tracy Crowell
Curt P. and Mary C. Crowther
Alexander R. Dahl
Benjamin and Erica S. Dahl
Mark C. and Sandy I. Day
Gerald R. (Skip) and Susan Daynes
Robert J. Deitz
Scott DeSelhorst
Kathleen Digre and Michael Varner
Tony V. and Cynthia C. Divino
Ross E. Doan
W. Harold and Gloria S.° Dobson
Curtis L. and Alisa M. Doman
James C. Dreyfous
David A. and Hanne J. Duke
Richard and Susan Dunlap
Ronald H. and Lori S. Dunn
Paul and Maren Durham
Sue M. Durrant

Jack D. Eardley
C. Hope Eccles and Randal K. Quarles
Magaji Jason Edwards
Norda F. and John W.° Emmett
Fred and Gerry Esplin
Gayle and Chip Everest
Fred W. and Christine A. Fairclough
Edward and Deborah Felt
James W. and Tammy G. Felt
Neva L. Fickling
Donald G. and Sherry Foot
Cecelia H. Foxley
David G. Free
Michael C. and Jacque Frei
James W. and Margie S. Freston
Bryson and Jan V. Garbett
Amy M. Gardner
Thomas Gerrity
Nicholas and Courtney Gibbs
Gregory and Sylvia Goff
Susan Goodwin
Susanne B. Gordon
James and Sharla Gramoll
Jarid D. Gray
Sidney J. and Marian C. Green
Kenneth J. Greenberg
Kevin Gruneich
Lloyd F. Gunther
Neil and Ashley Hafer
Carl B. and LuGene Hansen
Sharon E. and Randall G. Harmsen
Edward R. Hart
JeNeal N. and Calvin S.° Hatch
Howard H. and Marjorie Haynes
Jim and Joyce Hembree
President’s Club - Individuals

Art and Connie Jo Hepworth-Woolston
Ernest and Colleen Hewlett
Peggy Hicks
Thomas R. and Susan C. Hodgson
Lee A. and Audrey M. Hollaar
P. Douglas and Nadine M. Holt
Kathleen B. Hom and David C. Williams
Charles H. and Kathie Horman
Syed Hossainy
Wesley G. and Sunny Howell
Jerry S. and Claudia F. Howells
Sue E. Huether
P. Dan and Kim W. Huish
Kade T. and Kalli B. Huntsman
Carolyn Tanner Irish and Frederick Quinn
John R. and Ann C. Jackson
Scott R. Jacobs
Judith F. Jarrow
Jeffrey J. and Mary Anne A. Jensen
Rebecca C. and M. Craig Johns
Marilyn W. and Marvin M. Johnson
Fredric H. and Barbara C. Jones
Steven W. and Tammy L. Kasteler
Barbara J. and Robert W. Keener
Richard H. Keller
L. Michael and Faith R. Kettel
Reza and Shireen Khazeni
Jacob Ortell Kingston
Cheryl and Jack Kirkham
Kristine F. and Michael R. Kladis
Guy and Carol Kroesche
John Kunzweiler
Allan R. and Susan T. Landon
Kurt Larsen
Michael and Doris Lawson
Craig V. and Linda M. Lee
Kent S. and Carol Lewin
Don and Sue Lewon
Arthur G. Lipman
Herbert C. Livsey
Daniel C. and Deena R. Lofgren
Eileen M. Longacre
Hope Lowry
Julie V. and John Roland Lund
Claudia Skaggs Luttrell
James L. and Carol C. Macfarlane
Gladys Madsen
Charles E. and Crystal Maggelet
David Alan Mahas
Steven M. and Marion B. Mahas
T. G. (Bud) and Barbara S. Mahas
Vincent P. and Janet Mancini
Jane A. Marquardt
Thomas K. and Mary S. McCartney
Bill McNabb
O. Lynn and Susan M. McShane
Mark A. Medley
Nancy Melich and Lex Hemphill
Peter R. and Kathy R. Metcalf
Matthew J. and Donalyn W. Mikulich
Lynn C. and Sue Miller
Harold W. and Lois F. Milner
David E. Moody
Edward B. and Barbara C. Moreton
Frederick A. and Lucy W. Moreton
Judith Burton Moyle
Edward W. and Mary M. Muir
John P. and Christie T. Mullen
Kent Murdock
Leigh Neumayer and David Bull

Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
John W. and Rebecca L. New
Crickie Niemi
Rick D. Nydegger
Chris B. and Linda C. Oberle
Kimberly O’Donnell
Stirling D. and Maureen M. Pack
Derk and Tiffany Pardoe
James L. and Bonnie D. Parkin
Steve and Lisa Parks
Art and Martha Pasker
Gus® and Barbara Paulos
Todd Pedersen
William and Kimberly Klintworth
Mary Eve Petajan
Deborah I. Peterson
John F. Piercey
Dale and Susan Poulter
Richard T. Pratt
Donald and Jane Pugh
John and Millicent Puglisi
Simon Ramo
William K. and Julia D. Reagan
Ron and Carolyn Reaveley
Thomas D. and Natalie Rees
Attilio D.° and Mabel W. Renzetti
Scott Reynolds
Reynold T. and Sandra P. Rice
Lon R. and Zoe D. Richardson
Shirley R. and O. Rhees° Ririe
Michael W. and Christee R. Roderick
Richard A. and Carmen Rogers
Robert H. Rose
Toby and Sally Rosenblatt
Florence C. and Noel Rothman
Jon Seger and Victoria Rowntree
Dan C. and Manon C. Russell
David A. Russon
Shridevi Saggurti
Bertram H. (Bert) and Janet M. Schaap
Kirk and Nata Schneider
Robert Schocker
Ann B. and Lynn S. Scott
David M. and Debra Reynolds Scott
Lon D. and Ann B. Secrist
Ryan Lon Secrist
Ben L. and Marilyn A.° Seegmiller
Jeffrey W. Shaw
Milton P. and Heidi Shipp
Margot L. Shott
Lee S. and Christine Pugmire Skidmore
Becker Sidney Smith
Doug Smith
Scott M. Smith
Denise R. Sobel
Mary S. and Sam W.° Souvall
Tom and Marilyn P. Spiegel
Gregory P. and Suzanne L. Starley
James M. Steele and Linda L. Wolcott
Robert C. Steiner and Wendy I. Reed
Darin Scott Stettler
Peter and Anne° Stirba
Tom and Kristin Stockham
Stanford C. and Dixie S. Stoddard
Lynn L. and Ann F. Summerhays
Paula Swaner and Joseph M. Sargetakis
David E. and Debra K.° Tanzi
Harold R.° and Naoma Tate
E. Parry and Peggy C. Thomas
Justin T. and Kathleen W. Toth
Anita M. Trotter-Cox
J. Howard and Joanne Van Boerum
Brad and Jean Vierig
Margaret P. Viland
Guy Wadsworth
Nancy W. and Nicholas Ward
W. Mack and Julia Watkins
Ray Watson
Wayne P. Webster
James W. and Jeanne Welch
Blake G. Welling
Norman H. and Kim Wesley
Kyle D. and Jamie D. Whittingham
Robert B. and Janice N. Wiggins
Charles A. Wight and Victoria Rasmussen
Duff M. and Lori Willey
Debbie Williams
Myron Willson
Brent L. and Ann Wilson
Curtis K. and Gail Winterfeld
William M. and Lisa Wirthlin
D. Zachary Wiseman
Judy Wolfe
Dan and Linda Woodhead
H. Ross Workman
Joseph H. and Frances Young
Earl L. and Carol L. Zarbock
Edward J. and Marelynn W. Zipser
Peter N. Zolintakis
Barbara and John Zrno

SILVER LEVEL

Annual Gifts of $5,000 - $9,999 from
July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011

Jeffrey D. and Heather O. Adams
Fred Adler
Gregory W. and Julie Aiken
Bruce C. and Coralie A. Alder
Franklin and Elizabeth K. Alex
John C. and Sheryl Allen
William M. and Carly L. Altman
Linda K. Amos
Robert B. Andersen
W. Clark Andersen
Douglas K. and Shelley C. Anderson
John R. and Karen J. Anderson
Barry J. and Catherine Angstman
Alan C. and Karen Ashton
E. Rick Baldini
M. Russell and Barbara B. Ballard
A. J. and Susie Balukoff
Allen L. Barbieri
Daniel E. and Shelia Barnett
Lynn E. Barnett
James A. and Jane J. Barthelmes
Carl and Jami W. Barton
Carl W. and Leslie V. Barton
Richard D. Bass
Harold Bauman
Paul S. and Debra R. Beck
Raymond E. and Janette H. Beckham
Vaughn R. Bennion
Brian Berlin
Arel W. Berrier
Paul M. Bingham
James C. Blair

◇ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
President’s Club - Individuals

Richard L.° and Joan S. Blanck
Mark Bouchard
Carlos and Ann Bowman
James C. and Karolyinn Braden
Jill and Matt Briggs
Reed W. Brinton
Lowell C. and Sonia Brown
Paul David and Michelle K. Brown
Torr and Leandra Brush
Wilson W. Bryan
Mary Jo Burgess
Elaine M. and Wilford G. Burrows
Randall W. and Marjorie H. Burt
Kenneth J. and Kristina F. Burton
Elliot Butler
Kim and Steve E. Butler
Charles C. Burt
Jane C. Butters
Gladys and Tom Buxton
John A. and Priscilla B. Cadwell
John W. Callister
Vickie J. Campbell
Diana Cannon
David and Susan Carlebach
Richard W. and Alisa Casey
F. Burton and Sally Burbidge° Cassity
Sam Chapin
Anthony J. Chaudry
Sue D. and Thayer S. Christensen
Harold W. and Cecile J. Christiansen
Tyson J. Cichos
Howard S. and Betty B. Clark
J. Michael and Bonnie Lou Clark
Steven E. and Elaine C. Clyde
Bruce G. and Lynn F. Cohne
Clair F. and Kaye M. Coleman
Arnold and Cheryl Combe
Desmond D. Connall, Jr.
G. Gary° and Marian A. Connelly
Melissa and William Connelly
Mary N. Cook
C. Floyd and Mary Anne Cooper
Richard L. and Janice M. Corbin
Jonathan T. and Rachael E. H. Crosswhite
William Robert Crowley
Ron L. and Lindsay Cutshall
James J. Dabakis
Stephen L. and Nicola G. Dahl
Tim Dahle
Barbara S.° and George L. Denton
Sherman R.° and Eva Smart Dickman
James R. and Rula F. Dickson
Hellmut H. and Gerda Doelling
Sheryl Dowling
Denton L. and Barbara Dunn
Katherine Eccles and David J. Burnett
Spencer P. and Kristine L. Eccles
John S. Edwards
Merritt H.° and Marcia W. Egan
Mary B. Elich
Stewart L. and Pamela Ellington
Mary Ann Ellis Cassell
Darin D. and Melissa Engh
David and Dawna Entwistle
Rinar S. and Kelly Marie Erickson
M. Welby and Tara H. Evangelista
Edward M. and Marilyn Eyring
Lonnie Fallis
John C. Fang and Lisa Samson-Fang
Richard A. and Carol M. Fay
Patricia W. Panos
Michael A. and Muffy Ferro
Ron and Tami Feulner  
John H. and Carol Firmage  
Jeffrey C. and Nancy E. Flamm  
Jefferson B.° and Rita E. Fordham  
Naomi C. Franklin  
Jonathan and Leanne Freedman  
James R. and Barbara Gaddis  
Phyllis Gagner  
Kelley Michael Gale  
Henry S. White and Joyce Garcia  
K. Eric and Marian A. Gardner  
Nancy Garrison  
Brad Geiger  
Robert and Mary D. Gilchrist  
Ramona Gonzalez  
Shirley and Reece° Goodrich  
Adam P. Green  
Raymond B. Greer  
Gary Lee Gunderson  
John and Ilana Gurr  
Michael Hale  
Pam Hale  
Vaun B. Hall  
Douglas J. and Karren K. Hammer  
Allen Hanberg  
C. Bryan and Robyn Hansen  
Vincent L. and Maria Hansen  
Frances N. and Joel M. Harris  
Hal N. and Marion S. Harrison  
John° and June B. Hartman  
John L. and Gale A. Haslam  
Ron Henriksen  
Joseph R. and Holly H. Henriod  
Belva B. and Dennis G. Higgins  
Richard L. Hirschi  
Mike Hirst  
Paul J. and Bonnie W. Hirst  
Aaron A. and Suzanne T. Hofmann  
Hans J. Holland  
Robert H. and Susan W. Holt  
Harriet W. Hopf  
Thomas B. and Susan Horne  
Robert P. and Dixie S. Huefner  
Paul and Rosemarie Hunter  
Jess and Joan Hurtado  
Richard A. and Betsy A. Hurty  
Hayden H.° and Ivanka M. Huston  
Thora Lee Hutchison  
Gilbert H. and Thelma P. Iker  
Chris M. and Mary Kay Ireland  
Robert Irvin  
Heidi H. and Jeffrey Jacobs  
Robert L. Janicki  
John C. Jarman  
John S. Jarstad  
Boyer and Pat Jarvis  
Edward M.° and Nita Jenkins  
Richard L. Jenson  
Thomas C. Jepperson  
R. Kent and Terri Jex  
Cortney Johanson  
Barry and Joyce Johnson  
Wes Johnson  
G. Frank and Pamela M. Joklik  
Daniel W. Jones  
Jill A. Jones  
Kent W. Jones  
Richard E. Kanner  
Siegfried G. and Ellen G. Karsten  
Brian E. Katz  
David B. and Ruth Katz  
Hua Zhu “David” Ke  

◇ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
President’s Club - Individuals

Clinton Kelly  
Frederick Kempe  
Carl R. and Gillean M. Kjeldsberg  
Brad and Sherri Krassner  
John D. LaLonde  
Mihail S. Lari  
Bret H. and Linda R. Laughlin  
Jon M. and Carol B. Lear  
James B. and Evelyn B. Lee  
Ann-Marie and Robert B. Lence  
George N. Lendaris  
Toby Levitt  
Richard Levy  
Kent S. and Sara J. Lewis  
Mei Li  
E. Keith and Marian H. Lignell  
M. Scott and Nora Linscott  
Jack and Jodi Livingood  
Randall G. Lloyd  
Thomas M. and Jamie N. Love  
Vic and Linda Lund  
Judy M. Lutter  
John R. and Michelle Macfarlane  
P. William and Nancee Madsen  
Dave and Marilyn Maher  
Sidney G. and Richard P. Makoff  
JoAnn and Gary Matern  
Derek J. and Kate Mattsson  
John W. and Karen Mauger  
Willard Z. Maughan  
W. Brent and Anne S. Maxfield  
Bradley and Amy Mayeda  
Calvin J. McAllister  
John McCann  
Murray K. and Marie McComas  
Scott D. McCoy  
Dell Vaughn and Harriet McDonald  
Judy H. and Paul P. McGarrell  
Jerilyn S. McIntyre and W. David Smith  
William M. and Molly D. McMahon  
Craig H. and Anne M. McQueen  
Richard O. Mecham  
Kenneth O. Melby  
Kurt Micek  
Allyn Michaelson  
Richard G. and Jayne G. Middleton  
Alexandra M. and Thomas L. Miller  
Scott W. and Tori L. Miller  
Caroline K. Milne  
Larry F. and Jayne J. Milner  
Dennis W. and Donna Monson  
Matthew James Moran  
Donald E. and Mary Alice Moss  
Robert M. and Donnette Moyer  
O. Wood and Marianne W. Moyle  
Mark Edward and Lynn Muir  
Sidney J. and Patricia Mulcock  
Dale B. and Nancy Murphy  
Ralph P. and Marge L. Neilson  
Douglas P. Nelson  
J. Dana Nelson  
Richard E. Nelson  
Stephen Lowe Nelson  
Mark Nielsen  
Lori Nixon  
Jaron and Deena Norberg  
Richard and Renee Nordlund  
Ruth L. and Phillip J. Novak  
Brian W. Nutting and Suzanne N. Scattergood  
Jill Nutting and James F. Harris  
Rex D. Nutting and Sarah Woodhead  
Judith N. and Patrick O’Day  
Jeanne Oki  
Floyd A. and Shauna O’Neil
Barbara B. and O. Don Ostler
Richard H. Ostler
Steven and Pat Ott
Alan T. Overmoe
Stanford B. and Barbara B. Owen
Thomas and Colleen B. Paddock
Joseph J. and Dorothy Ann Moyle Palmer
Kent and Robin Palmer
David S. and Jennifer H. Parkin
Ghulam H. and Lauri A. Patel
Barbara M. Patterson
Michael A. and Janet A. Pazzi
Lorin C. Peck
David R. and Kathy R. Peterson
Bonnie G. and Denis R. Phillips
William G. Powell
Alan R. and Carmen R. Pratt
Thomas U. and Karma Ramsey
Taylor R. and Janet B. Randall
E. Kent and Anne Rasmussen
Harriet R. and Waldemar E. Rasmussen
Richard F. and Jan Rasmussen
Ralph E. and Rita Reese
Michael Roland Reichert
R. Scott Reynolds
Jay and Anita Rice
Scott L. and Lesli P. Rice
G. Lamont and Edna Firmage Richards
Franklin D. and Kathryn L. Richards
Lezlie and Paul Richardson
Seth A. Riddle
Alan C. and Julie R. Morris
Scott L. and Jane M. Robinson
Gary W. Rodgers
Stephen C. Roney
J. Mark and Josephine F. Rose
Michael A. Rose
Keven M. and Susan H. Rowe
Andy Rumer
Margaret P. Sargent
Jacoy W. Sawyer
James S. and Barbara A. Schallheim
Theodore G. and Elizabeth Schmidt
Samuel Dixon Scroggs
William N. and Joanne F. Shiebler
Dennis C. and Annabelle F. Shriever
Jeffrey Silvestrini and Leslie Van Frank
Gregory J. and Jenny P. Skedros
Earl S. and Elies Y. Skidmore
Paul D. Slack
Gerald E. and Tammy L. Sloan
Gibbs M. and Catherine Smith
Chris H. Smith
Mary Jean and Menlo Smith
Clifford C. and Sharon L. Snyder
Michael L. and Micki N. Sobieski
Poonam Soni
Kimber B. and Laurie Sorensen
Charles W. and Sharee B. Sorenson
George H. and Tamie Speciale
Howard S. Spurrier
Larry B. and Mari Liane Stillman
Jani Piercey Stone
Samuel and Deirdre Straight
John C. and Debra Strasser
David R. Streiff
Blake E. and Cindy Ann Strong
Brad D. Strong
Barbara S. and Gary M. Stubblefield
Arthur J. Swindle
Stephen D. and Sonnie Swindle
John and Melody Taft
Norman C. and Barbara L. Tanner
Cortney L. Taylor

◊ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
Lee S. and Herta Teitelbaum
John H. Tempest
John R. Thackeray
Richard S. and Susan G. Thomas
Philip M. and Pamela Thompson
Scott W. and Betsy D. Thornton
W. Rex and Mary C. Thornton
P. Lennox and Catherine Tierney
Charles F. Tipper
W. James and Elizabeth F. Tozer
Virginia D. Tucker
Alida W. and Frank H. Tyler
Rebecca Uhlig
Gael D. Ulrich
Ross A. Van Vranken
Stan D. and Jill VanderToolen
Keith M. and Susan R. Warshaw
Dominic and Jeanette Welch
Doug and LaDonna K. Wheat
Jon M. and Darlene T. White
Chad J. and Sara E. Whitehead
R. Chad and Sarah A. Whitehead
Dave and Johanna Whiteman
Reba A. Wilcox
Burke L. and Helen H. Winget
Nancy Roby Wise
Harry C. and Jean A. Wong
Joan J. Woodbury
Michael and Nann Worel
Kenneth Woycechowsky
Jeffrey Wright
Earl M. and Corinne N. Wunderli
John and Deborah Wunderli
Stephen C. Yagi
Gordon H. Yates

BRONZE LEVEL

Annual Gifts of $2,500 - $4,999 from
July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011

E. Dale Abel
Mbe Takim Agbor
Paul and Jennifer Ahlstrom
Areesh Ahmed
Matt L. Alder
Kevin Aldridge
Timothy C. Allen
Todd L. Allen
Lynn J. and Rebecca B. Ames
D. Frank and Janet Anderson
Eric D. and Judy W. Anderson
John A. Anderson
Kathryn J. Anderson
Michael B. and Kelly Anderson
Richard Lee Anderson
Rose L. Anderson
Timothy B. and Kathryn Anderson
Nancy and Brad Andes
Jack R. and Cheryl A. Andrews
Mark D. and Nancy L. Anselmi
Charles Lee and Leslie C. Archer
M. John and Linda C. Ashton
D. Gilbert Athay
David Badger
Barbara Bagnasacco
Brent R. Baker
William J. and Gloria Ellen Baker
Susan M. Balagna
Dee R. and Mary F. Bangerter
James R. and Daneta D. Bardsley
Sally Langdon Barefoot
Allan H. and Joanne G. Barker
President’s Club - Individuals

Desmond C. and Jane M. Barker
Byron B. and Deborah Kotter Barkley
Scott D. and Collette B. Barlow
Stephen L. and Daryl C. Barrett
Mark Christian Barton
Richard Barton
Bonnie J. Baty
Jan L. and F. Robert Bayle
Bill G. Bean and Nancy R. Pickett-Bean
Brent and Bonnie Jean Beesley
James J. Behnke
Bruce N. and Judith E. Bell
Brett Belliston
Keri Ann Bengtzen
David M. Bennett
William F. and Victoria F. Bennion
Mark Bere
Ann G. Berlin
Paul and Ann Bernstein
Scott A. Biedermann
John and Georgia Bircumshaw
Val R. Bitton
Don R. and Nadine C. Black
Kenneth B. and Julianne A. Black
O. Brent Black
C. Kim and Jane C. Blair
Dave Blumquist
Steven Borg
Judi and Michael H. Bourne
Robert K. and Lynda B. Bowen
Ross Bowen
John R. Bowman
Kent M. and Deborah H. Bowman
Dale E. and Barbara C. Bradley
Don F. and Jean W. Bradshaw
Newell G. Bringhurst
Arthur D. and Mary Jo Broom
Don R. and Catherine M. Brown
Joseph F. Brown
Ross A. Brunetti
Anita Brzowski
Randall J. and Suzan S. Buchmiller
Brinton R. and Nancy W. Burridge
Steven A. and Liz King Burgess
Brian Neil Burrows
John Cahill
Mario R. Capecchi and Laurie A. Fraser
Anthony J. Caputo, II
Daniel J. Cardell
Yvonne J. Cardwell
E. Lindsay and Carla O. Carlisle
Dane Erik Carlson
Rick Carter
Paulette Cary
Andrew J. Cassidy
Edgar R. and Anna Cataxinos
William H. and Barbara J. Champion
Steve Chao
David S. and Inga M. Chapman
Ying Chen
Penny Cherrix
F. David Child, Jr
Tracy Childress
Troy P. Chilton
Steve and Val Chin
Brent J. Christensen
Edward R. Christensen and
Claudia V. Trant-Christensen
Keith S. and Amy Christensen
Frank A. and Susan Christenson
Clark E. Christian
Erik A. Christiansen

Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
President's Club - Individuals

Kennard C. Clark
Michael J. Clark
Paul A. and Kristi T. Clark
Robert B. and Anne H. Clark
Sam and Liz Clark
Stephen S. and Cindy Clinger
Michael and Lisa D. Cluff
Jane Ann C. and John M. Coats
Dennis and Polly Coleman
S. Michael and Anne M. Coleman
Thomas O. Coleman
Chris Connelly
Ralph M. and Vera Conner
La Mar W. Coon
Trevor Cotta
Gordon Lynn and Tanya Crabtree
Margaret A. Cragin-Masarone
Richard F. Crebs
Robert W. and Carol N. Culver
John D. and Kristi T. Cumming
Kevin and Guin Cummings
Brent Curtis
D. Jay and Kathryn Hoops Curtis
Greg J. and Teresa Kaye Curtis
Antonio G. and Maria Cutillo
Allan L. Dahle
Mickael L. Dahle
Joseph G. and Susan G. Daines
William A. Daniloff, Jr.
Daniel G. Darger
Diane W. Davidson
Carl K. Davis
Kevin W. and Susan H. Deesing
Loni F. Deland
Bruce Dickamore
Eric C. Dickson
Terry and Janet Diehl
John and Mary Diroll
Stephen L. and Connie Jo T. Dobson
Michael B. Dodd
Bonnie G. Donohue
Paul F. Dorius
Paul Dowding
Joan Draper
Wilford C. and Dana Druk
Roger D. and Jane H. Dudley
Zeke and Angela Dumeke
Michael S. Dunbar
John D. and Stacey P. Dunn
Mark and Mary Durham
Gary A. Dyer
Gene R. and Donna J. Dyer
Lisa E. Eccles
Monte G. Edlund
Talmage D. and Julie C. Egan
Frances Eggenberger
Eric and Shellie Eide
Dan and Martha Eining
Brent H. and Cynthia M. Eldredge
Thomas R. Eldredge
Todd E. Eldredge
Mary M. and Richard W. Elggren
J. Keith and Elaine G. Ellerton
Elaine Ellis and Henry C. Wurts
Bryon O. Elwell
Mark E. and Lori A. Elwood
Dennis N. and Judy R. Emery
Dan and Janet England
William K. and Fern H. England
Chesley H. and Amy Erickson
Mary W. Erickson
Sean and Diana W. Esplin
President’s Club - Individuals

Sean and Chantel R. Estes
Thomas C. and Annjanine Freeman Etzel
Dana L. Evan
G. Kent Evans
John P. and Anna W. Evensen
Stephen J. Ferney
Richard W. and Kathleen M. Fetzer
Jeffrey L. Fillerup
Gregory A. Finch
Donald Finlayson
Gary A. and Marlise Fisher
Michael M. Fisher
Marie T. Fishman
John S. and Carolyn Falck Flitton
Jed and Amy Florence
Peter F. and Carla Flynn
William D. and Suzanne Folland
James Forbes
Linda Ford
L. Grant and Si Foster
Robert S. and Kathleen H. Fotheringham
Richard C. and Rosalyn S. Fowles
Alan E. and Beverly Frank
R. Gordon and Colleen C. Freeman
Wade and Glenna Frey
Christian D. and Anne Raybolud Froerer
G. Donald and Doris C. Gale
Michael D. and Sharee J. Gallivan
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Gordon and Kay Harmston
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Jeff W. Johns
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Diane Johnson
Jon L. and Kaye W. Johnson
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3 Form, Inc.
Abbott Laboratories
Adiuvo, Inc.
Aesculap AG
Ally Bank
The ALSAM Foundation
Alternative Visions Fund
American Association of Neurological
Surgeons
American Chemical Society
American Express
Aramco Services Company
Architectural Nexus, Inc.
ARCS Foundation, Inc., Utah Chapter
Art Works for Kids
ARUP Laboratories
Auxiliary Nursing Care Trust
Ruth Eleanor Bamberger and John Ernest
Bamberger Memorial Foundation
Bamberger-Allen Health & Education
Foundation
C. R. Bard Foundation, Inc.
Barrick Gold of North America, Inc.
The Bruce W. Bastian Foundation
Theodore W. Batterman Family Foundation
Josephine Beam Education Fund
Beaumont Foundation of America
Beijing Utah Sino-US Culture Exchange
Center
H. A. and Edna Benning Endowment Fund
BGP, China National Petroleum Corporation
Biosense Webster

Biotronik, Inc.
The Bireley Foundation
The Fred B., Ellen R., and Barbara B.
Blackman Memorial Foundation Trust
John I. and Toni F. Bloomberg Foundation
Bonneville Cycling Club
The Boston Foundation
Coral Darlene & Ronald N. Boyce Revocable
Trust
Rodney H. and Carolyn Hansen Brady
Foundation
Bridgeman Research Foundation
The Brinson Foundation
W. Hughes Brockbank Foundation
Norma Fenton Browning Trust
Val A. Browning Charitable Foundation
William C. Browning Trust
Kenneth P. and Sally R. Burbidge Foundation
Frances W. Burton Foundation
R. Harold Burton Foundation
Edward G. Callister Foundation
The Jeffrey and Helen Cardon Foundation
The Castle Foundation
Catalyst Foundation
Chevron
Chicago Community Foundation
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints Foundation
Citadel Communications Corporation
Russell B. and Donna K. Clark Charitable
Remainder Unitrust
Clear Link Technologies, LLC
Comcast
Community Health Charities of Utah
ConocoPhillips
Cooper-Hansen Foundation
President’s Club - Organizations

Corporation for Public Broadcasting
The Crawford Family Foundation
Cumming Foundation
Daniels Fund
Victor L. & Madge M. Davies Charitable Remainder Unitrust
The Lawrence T. and Janet T. Dee Foundation
Stephen G. and Susan E. Denkers Family Foundation Trust
The Denver Foundation
Deseret Power
Dialysis Research Foundation
Jarvis and Constance Doctorow Family Foundation
Dr. Ezekiel R. and Edna Wattis Dumke Foundation
Katherine W. and Ezekiel R. Dumke, Jr. Foundation
eCardio Diagnostics
Eccles First Security Foundation
George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation
The Marriner S. Eccles Foundation
Spencer F. and Cleone P. Eccles Family Foundation
Willard L. Eccles Charitable Foundation
EDA Architects, Inc.
EnergySolutions Foundation
C. R. England, Inc.
Engman Family Trust
Eni Exploration & Production
Epic Events, Inc.
eReinsure, Inc.
Etta Keith Eskridge Trust
ESRR Cultural Action Fund at the Chicago Community Foundation

Exxon Mobil
Fairchild Martindale Foundation
Fairfax Realty, Inc.
Thomas H. and Carolyn L. Fey Family Foundation, Inc.
FFKR Architects/Planners II
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Fidelity Investments
Foothold
Foster Charitable Foundation
Francis Family Revocable Trust
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Foundation
Fregonese Associates
Garff Enterprises, Inc.
Geneva Rock Products, Inc.
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Roger Leland Goudie Foundation
Grant Thornton
GSBS Architects
Richard K. and Shirley S. Hemingway Foundation
HES Merchant Services Company, Inc.
Hess Corporation
S. Phillip and Gloria C. Horsley Family Trust
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Huntsman Cancer Foundation
Huntsman International, LLC
Jon and Karen Huntsman Foundation
Hydrocarbon Research Foundation
IM Flash Technologies, LLC
Intermountain Healthcare
Intermountain Power Agency
Ivory Homes, Ltd.
The JAX Foundation
Annabella Jenkins Foundation
President’s Club - Organizations

Emma Eccles Jones Foundation  
Kennecott Exploration, Inc.  
Robert D. Kent, Jr. Trust  
Key Bank of Utah  
Kiewit Companies Foundation  
Lewis A. Kingsley Foundation  
Kohl’s Department Stores  
L-3 Communications  
Larry S. and Marilyn A. Larkin Family Trust  
Kenneth Larsen Living Trust  
Frederick Q. Lawson Foundation  
Janet Q. Lawson Foundation  
Layton Construction Company, Inc.  
Leucadia National Corporation  
Li Ka Shing (Canada) Foundation  
The Lincy Foundation  
Olga V. Alexandria Logan Trust  
Management & Training Corporation  
Ben B. and Iris M. Margolis Foundation  
J. Willard and Alice S. Marriott Foundation  
Nancy Peery Marriott Foundation  
Richard E. and Nancy Marriott Foundation  
McCarthy Family Foundation  
Giles W. and Elise G. Mead Foundation  
Ralph & Dorothy Mecham Support Foundation  
Medtronic, Inc.  
Meldrum Foundation  
Merit Medical Systems, Inc.  
MHTN Architects, Inc.  
Herbert I. and Elsa B. Michael Foundation  
Miche Bag  
Micron Technology Foundation, Inc.  
Mark and Kathie Miller Foundation  
John A. Moran Charitable Trust  
J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation  
Morgan Stanley  
Morrell Foundation  
Mitchell and June Morris Foundation  
Muscular Dystrophy Association, Inc.  
My Good Fund Trust  
Myriad Genetics, Inc.  
Nanoshell Company  
National Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc.  
National Public Media, LLC  
Negociacion Minera Santa Maria  
Theresa M. Neiberger Living Trust  
The Craig H. Neilsen Foundation  
Newmont Mining Corporation  
The Ray and Tye Noorda Foundation  
North American Neuro-Ophthalmology Society  
NVIDIA Corporation  
Okland Construction Company  
The Okland Family Foundation  
Gordon and Marcia Olch Trust  
Ortho-McNeil Janssen Scientific Affairs  
Overstock.com  
PacifiCorp  
Richard A. Parmelee Trust  
Parr Brown Gee & Loveless  
Parsons Behle & Latimer  
Dinesh and Kalpana Patel Foundation  
Peabody Energy  
Petroleo Brasileiro S.A. - Petrobras  
PGS Americas, Inc.  
Phoenix International  
The Pi Foundation  
John and Marcia Price Family Foundation  
Primary Children’s Medical Center Foundation  
Public Broadcasting Service
President’s Club - Organizations

Questar Corporation
S. J. & Jessie E. Quinney Foundation
RC Willey
Regence Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Utah
The Regence Foundation
Research to Prevent Blindness, Inc.
Rio Tinto/Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation
RLC Family Foundation
Marilyn June Robinson Foundation Trust
Rocksource Geotech
Rocky Mountain Power
Salt Lake Community College
Leo and Barbara Samuels Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Sanofi-aventis U.S., Inc.
Clara B. Sears Revocable Trust
The Semnani Family Foundation
Shell Exploration and Production Company
The Simmons Family Foundation
David E. and Melinda K. Simmons Foundation
Harris H. and Amanda P. Simmons Foundation
Virginia and L. E. Simmons Foundation
Skaggs Institute for Research
Eunice L. Soper 1988 Family Trust
The Sorenson Legacy Foundation
St. Jude Medical Foundation
Statoil Research Centre
Steiner Foundation, Inc.
Sam and Diane Stewart Family Foundation
Anne Stirba Cancer Foundation
The Suder Foundation
Swing for Life, Inc.
Takeda Pharmaceuticals North America, Inc.

Clark L. Tanner Foundation
O. C. Tanner Company
Target Bank
Teva Neuroscience, Inc.
Lawrence Thatcher Trust
TKJ Charities, Inc.
TOTAL
Tri-State Generation and Transmission
Turkish Coalition of America, Inc.
Uinta International Education Institute
United Parcel Service
United States Olympic Committee
United Way of Salt Lake
University Federal Credit Union
University of California-San Francisco School of Pharmacy
USG Corporation
The Utah Autism Foundation
The Salt Lake Foundation
Utah State Firemans Association
Valcom Salt Lake City, LC
Vinson & Elkins, LLP
I. J. and Jeanné Wagner Charitable Foundation
Austin Levy Wahrhaftig Living Trust
C. Scott and Dorothy E. Watkins Charitable Foundation
Webb Audio Visual Communication
Wells Fargo
Whole Foods Market
Woodbury Corporation
Woodside Energy, LTD
Workers Compensation Fund
XMISSION, LC
Zions First National Bank
Janice R. Zito Trust
GOLD LEVEL

Annual Gifts of $10,000 - $24,999 from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011

- Adib's Rug Gallery, Inc.
- Advantage Workers Compensation Insurance Company
- AFCS Pedersen Family Foundation
- Albion Financial Group, LTD
- Allergan, Inc.
- Lance D. Alworth Family Trust
- American Medical Systems, Inc.
- American Porphyria Foundation
- Ancestry.com
- G.W. Anderson Revocable Trust
- APX Alarm Security Solutions, Inc.
- Aspen Valley Hospital
- Associated Fresh Markets, Inc.
- AT & T
- ATK Launch Systems Group
- Myrtle L. Atkinson Foundation
- Autoliv ASP, Inc.
- Mrs. Backer's Pastry Shop
- Bard Access Systems
- T. Beck Foundation
- Becton Dickinson and Company
- Beehive Cheese Company, LLC
- The Benjamin Foundation
- Bertin Family Foundation
- Best Buy
- Blue Moon Designs
- BMW of Murray
- Bockorny Group, Inc.
- Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
- The Boeing Company
- Bonneville Communications

- R & S Boyer Family, LC
- Burningham Foundation
- Edward L. Burton Foundation
- Marie Eccles Caine Foundation
- Caldwell, Richards & Sorensen Call Foundation
- The Callon Family Trust
- Canal Charitable Foundation
- Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
- Carleson Second Charitable Foundation
- Edward H. Carpenter Testamentary Trust
- Carpet Giant
- Robert S. Carter Foundation, Inc.
- CCI Network Services
- CD-adapco
- Celtic Bank
- Ceramatec
- Charity Folks, Inc.
- Chevron Energy Technology Corporation
- Grace Chicken Unitrust
- C. Comstock Clayton Foundation
- Coda Technologies, Inc.
- Helen Bamberger Colby Charitable Foundation
- CONSOL Energy, Inc.
- Joyce H. Cook Family Living Trust
- Cowboy Properties, LC
- Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation
- Creamer Investments, Inc.
- Crowell Advertising
- The Cultural Vision Fund
- Ben and Erica Dahl Trust
- Daynes Enterprise, LC
- The Deitz Family 1995 Revocable Trust
- Deloitte & Touche Foundation
- Deseret Management Corporation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disney Worldwide Services, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Divino Toyota of Ogden, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David S. Dolowitz Living Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunn Associates, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Trade Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew B. Ellis Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EnergySolutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Rent-A-Car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabian &amp; Clendenin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fickling Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. and Joan Firmae Revocable Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu Laboratories of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM Foundation Jazz SLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Garff West Valley Dodge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE Capital Financial, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Canyon River Outfitters Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Basin Datacom, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The William H. and Mattie Wattis Harris Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatch Survivor Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Eccles and Homer M. Hayward Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henriksen/Butler Design Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcim, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John C. and Bliss L. Hubbard Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Values Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsman World Senior Games, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermountain Medical Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Chemical Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark and Christine Ivory Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert W. and Barbara J. Keener Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard H. and JoAnn O. Keller Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey W. Kellogg Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reza Ali Khazeni Memorial Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkham’s Outdoor Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPMG Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Memorial Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lofgren Family Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James B. and Lynnette C. Loveland Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lymphoma Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magleby &amp; Greenwood, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David A. Mahas Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Life Better Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNabb Trucking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Specialties, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MediConnect Global, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Medtronic Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megadyne Medical Products, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mend A Heart Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorological Solutions, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHS, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Miller Subaru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold and Lois Milner Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsui &amp; Company (USA), Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred A. Moreton &amp; Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Q. Morris Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain America Financial Services, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary M. Muir Family Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murdock Chevrolet, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nature Conservancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New York Community Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Life Insurance Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northrop Grumman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutraceutical Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OsteoMed, LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Mountain Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradigm Resources, LC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkway Partners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
President’s Club - Organizations

Pasker Gould Ames & Weaver
T. R. Paul Family Foundation
Barbara A. Paulos Trust
Penna, Powers, Brian & Haynes
Portfolio Investments
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Prime Holdings Insurance Services, Inc.
Prince Yeates & Geldzahler
Professional Firefighters of Utah
Provo Craft, Inc.
Qwest Foundation
Ramo 1993 Trust
Raybould, LLC
Raymond Family Foundation
The Reagan Foundation
Reaveley Engineers & Associates, Inc.
REI
REI Drilling, Inc.
Richards Brandt Miller & Nelson, PC
Roderick Enterprises
Joseph and Evelyn Rosenblatt
Charitable Fund
The Alfred and Frances Ross Foundation
Rossignol Ski Company
Rothman Family Foundation
Rowland Hall-St. Mark’s School
Salt Lake City Arts Council
Salt Lake City Biosciences, Inc.
The Salt Lake Tribune
Sam S. Shubert Foundation, Inc.
Samyang Corporation
Seasonal Energy
Secrist Management Group
Lon D. and Ann B. Secrist Foundation
Sigma Chi Beta Epsilon Chapter
Sigma Chi Delta Iota Chapter
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Skyline High School
Doug Smith Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram
Snow Christensen and Martineau Foundation
Southern Utah University
Strategic Import Supply, LLC
Stremmel Gallery
Strong & Hanni
Stryker Corporation
Stuart Family Foundation
The Taft Foundation
The Thatcher Company
Thomson Reuters
Traders Edge Network, LLC
Tulsa Community Foundation
Union Pacific Foundation
United Jewish Endowment Trust
University Venture Fund
Utah Education Association
Utah Imports, Inc.
Utah Junior Tennis Foundation, Inc.
Utah Lineman’s Rodeo
Utah Lions Foundation
Utah Medical Association Foundation
Utah Metal Works, Inc.
Van Boerum & Frank Associates, Inc.
VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy
Verizon
Vivint, Inc.
VMI Nutrition
The Walter Wada Revocable Trust
Nate Wade Subaru
Wadsworth Brothers Construction Company
The Walbridge Fund, Ltd.
**President’s Club - Organizations**

Walgreens Co.
M. Walker Golf Tournament for Hydrocephalus Research
Wasatch Academy
Washakie Renewable Energy, LLC
W. Mack and Julia S. Watkins Foundation Trust
Watson Laboratories, Inc.
Western Pacific Group
Wheeler Foundation
Willey Ford
Willey Honda
Williams Foundation
Woodlands Commercial Bank
Workman Nydegger
XanGo Goodness Foundation
John Zink Company
Zrno Family Living Trust

---

**SILVER LEVEL**

*Annual Gifts of $5,000 - $9,999 from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011*

AJC Architects
Albion Laboratories, Inc.
Alder Sales Corporation
Franklin and Elizabeth F. Alex Charitable Foundation
Alliant Techsystems, Inc.
Alpine Home Care, LLC
Alta Ski Area
American Institute of Architects
American Nutrition, Inc.
Linda Kay Amos Living Trust
Ida Lee Anderson Revocable Trust
Andrews-Paulos Research & Education Institute
Ash Grove Cement Company
Associated Food Stores, Inc.
Bajio National, LLC
M. Russell Ballard Trust
Haven J. and Bonnie Rae Barlow Family Foundation
The Lorraine Beckham Ashe Foundation
M. Lynn Bennion Foundation
Bingham Canyon Lions Club
E. J. Bird Foundation
Boart Longyear
Boston Scientific Corporation
BP Corporation North America, Inc.
Mervyn L. Brenner Foundation, Inc.
The Joe W. and Dorothy Dorsett Brown Foundation
Dick and Timmy Burton Foundation
CAF Enterprises, Ltd.
President’s Club - Organizations

Cafe Rio
Canopy Ventures
Cap Life, Inc.
Capmark Finance, Inc.
Celgene Corporation
CFC, Inc.
Chapman and Cutler, LLP
Charitable Auto Resources, Inc.
Charitable Flex Fund
Chuck-A-Rama Buffet, Inc.
Ciba Vision Corporation
CIT Bank
Clearwater Construction, LLC
Cohne, Rappaport & Segal
Colvin Engineering Associates, Inc.
Community Foundation of Utah
Crimson Club of St. George
Curriculum Designers, Inc.
CVS Caremark Charitable Trust
D. Dahle Mazda
Tim Dahle Imports
Daynes Music Company
Delta Private Jets
Deseret Trust Company
Desert Pearl Inn
Deutsche Bank Trust Company
Digitalfinancial Group
Dow Chemical Company Foundation
eBay, Inc.
Educational Broadcasting Corporation
Elevation Management, LLC
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
W. Hague and Sue J. Ellis Foundation
The Endocrine Society
Epic Systems Corporation
Henry W. and Leslie M. Eskuche Foundation
Eta Delta Sigma Chi
Eta Lamda Chapter Sigma Chi
ETC Group, LLC
Fibers, Inc.
Flamm Family Foundation
Donald G. and Marjorie A. Foot Family
Revocable Trust
French Riviera Health Spa
Kem C. Gardner Family Partnership
Ken Garff Hyundai
Ken Garff Mercedes Benz
Ken Garff Nissan
John B. and Geraldine W. Goddard Family
Foundation
Golden Touch Auto Care
Graymont Western U.S., Inc.
Gurr Investments, Ltd.
Haas School of Business, UC Berkley
Mike Hale Enterprises
Hansen Medical, Inc.
Harmon's
Hill Brothers Chemical Co.
Thomas A. and Lucille B. Horne Foundation
Huntsman Advanced Materials America, Inc.
John M. Huntsman School of Business
I.M. Sports
IBM International Foundation
Impart Group, Inc.
Intermountain Bobcat
Jacobsen Construction Company, Inc.
JBR Environmental Consultants, Inc.
Jensen Sports Group, LLC
Jones Waldo
Kappa Beta Sigma Chi
Kappa Rho Chapter of Sigma Chi
Benjamin H. Katz Family Foundation
President’s Club - Organizations

W. M. Keck Foundation
Key Bank of Utah
Beatrice F. Kroesche Foundation
KUTV-TV
Larry H. Miller Ford Lincoln and Mercury
LCA Bank Corporation
Lear & Lear, LLP
Lease Corporation of America
Lemon Grove, LC
Levy Restaurants
Linquist Mortuaries
Log Haven Restaurant Group, LC
The M Lazy M Foundation
James L. and Carol C. Macfarlane Trust
The Madeleine Choir School
Magicspace Entertainment
The Maher Foundation
Malt-O-Meal
Manners/Golden Rule Foundation
Marlin Business Bank
S. Martinelli & Company
Masco Incorporated
Masonic Foundation of Utah, Inc.
Ronald McDonald House Charities
Meca Ranch
Kenneth O. Melby Family Foundation
Menlove Toyota Scion
The mgive Foundation, Inc.
Mineral Technologies International, Inc.
Mountain America Federal Credit Union
National Philanthropic Trust
National Research Foundation of Korea
Natural Resources Law Forum
Nicholas & Company, Inc.
Novo Nordisk, Inc.
OppenheimerFunds Legacy Program
The Ostler Group, Inc.
Owens & Minor
Pathway Associates, LLC
Robert and Barbara Patterson Memorial Foundation
Sara H. Perry Trust
Pfizer Foundation
Pfizer, Inc.
Pioneer Theatre Guild
James Plessas, Inc.
Alan R. Pratt Trust
Process Technology, Inc.
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker
RBC Capital Markets
Recycle Technologies, Inc.
Reynolds Cycling
Ribbie Enterprises
Ridge Creek Properties
Riester Mountain, LLC
Rock on Tours, Inc.
Rockwell Collins
Roderick Earl Ross Memorial Foundation
Ruby Mountain, Inc.
Salt Lake Acting Company
Salt Lake City Weekly
San Francisco Jazz Festival
Schmidt Family Foundation
The Robert E. Schocker Charitable Foundation
Shiebler Family Foundation Trust
Joanne L. Shrontz Family Foundation
Sigma Chi Iota Upsilon Chapter Boston
Sigma Chi Lambda Gamma - Santa Clara
Silo Farms
Sixteenth Holding Group, LLC
Snell & Wilmer Law Offices
Squatter's Pub Brewery
Staker & Parson Companies
Standard Life & Casualty Insurance Company
Strathmore Resources
Strong Audi
Strong Volkswagen, Inc.
Suitter Axland, PLLC
Sysco Intermountain Food Services
T. C. Enterprise Investments, LLC
Tanner, LLC
The Scott W. and Betsy Thornton Family Foundation
Thrifty Car Rental
Transfact Capital
Nora Eccles Treadwell Foundation
Trustco, Inc.
Virginia Tucker Family Trust
Turnaround Management Association
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
Upstart Ventures Management, LLC
US Bancorp Foundation

Utah Arts Council
Utah Hematology Oncology, PC
Utah Humanities Council
Utah Minority Bar Association
Utah Nonprofits Association
Utah Power Credit Union
Utah State Bar
Utah Symphony & Opera
Utelite Corporation
Utility Equipment Specialists, Inc.
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
vSpring Capital, LLC
Stephen Wade Auto Group
Wavell-Huber Wood Products, Inc.
Dominic A. Welch Trust
The Williams Companies, Inc.
Wilson Davis & Company
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice
Work Activity Center
ZAGG, Inc.
Zidek Family Foundation
BRONZE LEVEL

Annual Gifts of $2,500 - $4,999 from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011

1-800 Contacts, Inc.
3M Foundation, Inc.
AARP
Adobe Systems Incorporated
Alder Construction Company
Allen Sales and Services, Inc.
Alta Lodge
Alta Peruvian Lodge, Inc.
American Airlines PAC
American Endowment Foundation
American Liberty Insurance Company, Inc.
American Society of Hematology
Amerinet
Ames Construction
John R. Anderson Revocable Trust
The Kathryn Janet Anderson Trust
Arbor Commercial Properties, LC
ARCOM
Ari Diamonds
Athena Partners
Attitudes 4U
Gina Bachauer International Piano Foundation
Dee R. Bangerter Support Foundation
Bank of the West
Sally Langdon Barefoot Foundation
Haven J. Barlow Trust
Brent and Bonnie Jean Beesley Foundation
Blackrock Microsystems
Blue Iguana
BNI Investments, LLC
Bodell Construction Company
Boeing Employees Good Neighbor Fund
Boise Paper Holdings, LLC
Bonneville International Corporation
Boryung Pharmaceutical Company, Ltd.
Dale and Barbara Bradley Trust
Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione
Broom Enterprises
The Burgess Group, Inc.
Cache Valley Electric Co.
Tony Caputo’s Market & Deli
Caregiver Support Network
Carlson Distributing Company
CBIZ, Inc.
CCG Howells
CCI Mechanical, Inc.
Center for Facial Appearances
Chase Family Foundation
Children’s Crossing
Children’s Landing
Children’s Medical Mission
Kaleb Bradly Christensen Trust
Harold W. Christiansen Revocable Trust
Commerce One BPO, LLC
Community Foundation of Jackson Hole
Compton Foundation, Inc.
Crestwood Communication, Inc.
Deer Valley Resort Group Sales & Tickets
Deloitte
Delta Drug & Gift, LLC
Dinosaur Ah! Torium
Doba
Durham Jones & Pinegar, PC
Echelon Research Laboratories, Inc.
Educators Mutual Insurance Company
Eldredge Furniture Company
Elite Foodservice Associates, Inc.
Elaine G. Ellerton Family Trust
Ellis Financial Group
William and Fern England Foundation
Ernest F. Mariani Company
Ernst & Young, LLP
ExactTarget
Excellence in the Community, Inc.
Express Recovery Services, Inc.
Family Dentistry
The Fanwood Foundation
The Fieldstone Foundation
Forsgren Associates, Inc.
Forthcoming Fund
Gage Marketing Group, LLC
Sterling and Shelli Gardner Foundation
Gene Palla Farms, Inc.
General Distributing Company
Robert Maurice Graham Trust
Gramoll Construction Company
Graystone Mortgage, LLC
Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Green Cross Corporation
Grove/Atlantic, Inc.
Gubler Family Trust
Henry and Patrice Hemingway Foundation
Holland & Hart, LLP
Hotel Monaco
Huetter Mill and Cabinet
The Hunter Living Trust
Independent Charities of America
Industrial Brush Corporation
Intermountain Plant Works
InterNet Properties, Inc.
The Intrepid Group, Inc.
Iron Mountain Foundation
Theodore M. Jacobsen Trust
John W. and Helen B. Jarman Family Foundation
JR Consulting Services, Inc.
Kaneka Pharma America, LLC
Kanter Family Foundation
Key Bank National Association
Kirton & McConkie
Knudson Investments, Ltd.
Thomas R. Kroesche Trust
Frederick R. Lawson Foundation
LivingSocial
Love Communications
LW Communications
Marsh U.S.A.
MC Oil and Gas, LLC
McElroy Family Fund
The McGillis School
James McGregor Trust
Med Tech Biomet
Medical Acupuncture of New York
Merrick Bank Corporation
Midwest Floor Coverings, Inc.
Mike’s “A” Ford-Able Parts
Larry H. Miller Charities
The Larry H. Miller Group
Mollerup Glass Company
M-One Specialties, Inc.
Moreton Family Foundation
Mountain West Multimodal
MSM Consulting
Namaste Foundation
NEA’s Member Benefits Corporation
Nebeker Family Foundation
Marilyn Neilson Trust
New Jersey Education Association
Catherine Newman Charitable Trust
Nippon Oil and Fats Corporation
Slim Olson’s Distributing
Oracle
P & G Paper Products Co.
Papa Murphy’s
PAR Consulting
The Park City Foundation
Park City Mountain Resort
Parker International, Inc.
Charles M. & Gloria F. Parrish Foundation
Partnership Capital Growth
PC Architects
Performance Audio
Phillips Art Gallery
Pianos for Students Society
Precision Drywall, Inc.
The Presser Foundation
Procter & Gamble Fund
The Pub Group
Quartzdyne, Inc.
R H E, Inc.
R.J. Publications, Inc.
R Legacy Entertainment, LLC
Reals of Inquiry Private School
Red Hanger Cleaners
Reds Regan Fine Art
The Regence Group
Ruth S. Rich Trust
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Riverton Music, Inc.
Riviera Personal Training, Inc.
RJAT International, Inc.
Robbins & Gardner, LLC
Robertson Properties Midwest, LLC
Roman Catholic Diocese of Salt Lake City
David N. Rose Revocable Trust
Rumor Advertising
Rustler Lodge
RWK Industrial Park
Salt Lake Board of Realtors
Salt Lake City Film Center
Salt Lake Convention and Visitors Bureau
Salt Lake County Auditor
Salt Lake County Bar Association
Salt Lake County Health Department
Salt Lake Jet Center
Salted Valley Management, LLC
Savas Greene & Company, LLC
Scene Makers
Schmidt’s Pastry
Security Service Federal Credit Union
Serta Mattress of Salt Lake
Shiseido Company, Ltd.
Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc.
Sigma Chi Epsilon Mu Chapter
Sigma Chi Florida Gulf Coast University
Sigma Chi Fraternity Zeta Mu Chapter
Sigma Chi Rho-Embry-Riddle
SIMS Metal Management
SIOR UTAH CHAPTER
Sizzling Platter, Inc.
Smith Family Foundation
Gary V. Smith Family Partnership, LC
Lawrence Smith Family Exempt Trust
Snowbird Ski & Summer Resort
Sorenson Genomics, LLC
South Davis Sewer District
Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance
Spectrum Engineers
St. Mark’s Hospital
Gregory Paul Starley Trust
Sterne Agee
Stoel Rives, LLP
Swire Coca-Cola, USA
Symphony Development Corporation
Thompson Michie Associates, LLC
TIAA-CREF
Tikalsky Engineering Services
The TJX Foundation
Tram Electric, Inc.
John D. Traut Charitable Lead Trust
Trees, Inc.
Truist
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
United HealthCare Services, Inc.
URS Corporation
Utah City Management Association
Utah Department of Transportation
Utah Vein Specialists, LLC
Utess Won, LLC
Keith and Amy Van Horn Charitable Trust
VCBO Architecture, LLC
Vehix, Inc.
Wasatch Advisors Inc.
Wasatch Pacific, Inc.
Western States Arts Federation
Westminster College
George B. and Oma E. Wilcox and Gibbs M. and Catherine W. Smith Charitable Foundation
G. W. Wildman Trust
R. C. Willey Home Furnishings
Vern and Marva Wolcott Charitable Foundation
WQED Multimedia
Richard and Margaret Wyman Family Living Trust
Xcel Spa and Fitness
Youth Tennis Foundation of Utah
We are grateful for the following individuals who have designated planned gifts to benefit the University of Utah. The John R. Park Society honors these visionaries.

Curtis E. Ackerlind, Jr.
Frank H. Adams
Rex and Linda Ahlstrom
Kathleen M. Alacano
Gary and Carolyn Alder
Linda K. Amos
Robert B. Andersen
A. Leon Anderson
Craig W. Anderson and Denise A. Dragoo
David B. and Kathy J. Anderson
G. W. and Ida Lee Anderson
Roscoe B. Anderson and Joan Critchlow
Rose L. Anderson
Ren Lovell Anderton
Eugene K. Andreasen
Flynn A. and Alison H. Andrizzii
Mary Lou M. Angus
Chieko Ariga
Bene C. Arnold
Douglas R. Arrington
Alan C. and Karen Ashton
John and Georgia Athens
Scott Bailey
Robert H. Ballard
Edna S. Barbero
Allen L. Barbieri
Cindy K. Barney
Robert J. Barron
James C. and Donna A. Barrus, Jr.
Vernon R. Beeler
George W. and Phee Belsey
William F. and Victoria F. Bennion
Charles K. and Janice Beyer-Machule
Sharon M. Bigelow
Sherman D. and Barbara N. Bigelow
Beverly B. Bistline
John J. and Barrie N. Blake
Elmen D. (Red) and Monika Bloedel
Doris Bomgardner
David J. and Lori Ann Bonner
Rose Boyajiian
Rodney H. and Carolyn H. (Mitzi) Brady
Gary L. Bridge
Paul T. and Maureen K. Brinkman
J. Elaine Broadbent
Francis H. Brown
Paul E. Brown
Eveline and Friedrich W. Bruenger
Calvin and Elizabeth Buhler
B. Allen Bunker
Beth C. Burdett
Gary Burgess
Barbara Burnett
Perry H. Burnham
Loren I. and Leola C. Burr
Robert Butler
John James (Jimmy) Byrne
Colleen C. Caputo
Fred A. Carleson
E. Lindsay and Carla O. Carlisle
Craig S. and Deborah A. Carrel
Patricia D. Carson
Chris Cartwright
Richard L. and Jean F. Castleton
Grace Chicken
Bevan M. Chipman
Carol Christensen
Rodney H. and Sally Christensen
J. Michael and Bonnie Lou Clark
Paul K. Clark
Robert E. Clark
Russell B. and Donna K. Clark

◊ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
Loabelle B. and John N. Clawson
Bert G. Clift
Stephen S. and Cindy Clinger
Sherry D. Clise
Wayne L. and Teresa Coleman
Gay R. Cookson
Clifford A. Coon, Jr.
Lawrence L. and Kathee R. Corry
Nancee Cortés
Herbert B. and Eleanor D. Cottingham
Jerry F. and Gerry A. Coupe
Duane S. and Jean D. Crowther
Dwight P. and Jean Cruikshank
Michael A. Crus
Charles F. and Kim Dahl
Cheryl B. Dalley
Madge M. Davies
Michael B. Davies
Carl K. Davis
James Z. Davis
Goldy M. and Oliver Dawson
Richard Dedolph
Thomas D. Dee, III
Donna L. Dell
Gary M. and Catherine Delucchi
Frank E. Delvée
Richard W. and Gayle M. Denman
Victor A. and Susan Diaz
Lewis P. and Elizabeth B. DiBona
Eva B. Smart and Sherman R. Dickman
Joel R. and Lisa Dimick
Margaret E. Dixon
Ross E. Doan
W. Harold and Gloria S. Dobson
Raymond C. and Bertha E. Doucette
G. Paul and Janet B. Doxey

Gene A. Drabner
Shirley E. and William R. Droschkey
Nancy V. Droubay
Randy L. and Kathy D. Dryer
David A. and Hanne J. Duke
E. R. (Zeke) and Katherine W. Dumke
Samuel H. and Kathryn E. Dunlap
Stephen C. and Mary G. Durrant
Sue M. Durrant
Jack D. Eardley
Vernal E. Edlund
J. Angus Edwards and Renee C. Morita
James L. and Kay N. Elder
Richard E. Ellison
Lewis T. Ellsworth
Leon and Katie Elwell
John W. and Norda F. Emmett
Gayle L. Eschmann
Lily L. and Ruel J. Eskelsen
Betty F. Evans
Warren G. and Gretha W. Eyre
Katherine M. and Rick Farrow
Richard A. and Carol M. Fay
Lyman R. and Karen L. Feinauer
Gary B. Filler
Robert M. Finlayson
Donald G. and Sherry Foot
Jefferson B. and Rita E. Fordham
Sidney W. and Mary F. Foulger
Michael D. and Melinda M. Fowler
Cecelia H. Foxley
Richard B. and Sally J. Frampton
James W. and Margie S. Freston
Ernst R. and Marianne Friedrich
Jacob A. and Valene Fuhriman
Norihiko Fukuta
Planned Gifts

George A. and Raili A. Fuller
Maxine R. Garff
Claudius Y. and Catherine B. Gates
Alicia Kay Geesman
John and Ann Gigounas
Donna L. Gilbert
James C. and Pamela Gilbert
C. Frances Gillmor
Carroll M. Gillmor
C. M. Sandy and Karen Gilmour
Betty Glad
Mary Ann Glasgow
Merrill A. and Evelyn C. Godfrey
Harry D. Goode
Robert W. and Kathrynb. Goodfellow
Wilford W. and Dorothy Goodwill
Paul R. (Hap) and Ann C. Green
Iona R. (Onie) Grosshans
Gerald and Mary Ann Grow
Carl E. Grund
Colleen W. Gubler
Bernard and Sally Hale
Linda C. Halliday
A. K. Hansen
Gary R. and Linda D. Hansen
Janet A. Hansen
John M. and Laurel Hansen
Harold P. Hargreaves
Frederika Harlin
Joyce E. Harris
Kip and Marina Harris
June and John Hartman
James V. and Patricia J. Harwood
Geoffrey Hasson
Robert Hause
Jim R. Haws
Martha M. Heath
Joseph and Colleen Heath
E. Ronn and Nancy D. Heiner
Ann E. Henderson
Gloria R. Hendricks
Ron Henriksen
Robert D. Hermanson
Paul J. Herz
Lloyd A. Hewitt
F. James Hibbard
N. Frederick and Margarete S. W. Hicken
H. Willis and Leah Higgs
Grace R. and Norman S. Higson
Forrest J. Hirschi
Allen D. and Valois Hixson
Darlene H. Hobson
Fred B. Hodson
M. Whit Hollis
Rachel A. Hollis
Robert R. and Rhea Horrocks
Marilyn H. Howard
Stephen and Dolly K. Howe
Keith P. Hudson
Utako K. Hudson
Dennis C. and Nancy C. Hughes
Henry A. and Bettie J. Huish
Frank W. and Connie Hull
Sherri Hurst
Sybil D. Huskey and Mike Lavine
R. Paul and Elise K. Hutchings
Betty Karen Ihfe
Richard A. and Gloria N. Irion
Jody L. Jarrett
Pat and Boyer Jarvis
Carolyn A. Jayne
Flemming and Lana Jensen

◊ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
Planned Gifts

Lyman F. and Ida Marie Jensen
Maren J. Jeppsen
Laurie Jess
R. Kent and Terri N. Jex
Corey D. and Linda K. Johnson
G. Frank and Pamela M. Joklik
Kirtly Parker Jones
Jo E. Juliano
Wayne C. and Galina Kaesche
Donald Kalman
Robert and Caroline Kanner
Siegfried G. and Ellen G. Karsten
Stan Katz°
Burton I. and Diane Kaufman
Judith A. Kiernan
Josephine S. and Ranch S.° Kimball
Reid R. and Barbara R. Kimball
Thomas C. and Joan P. King
Michael C. Knowlton
Neil K. and Edie° Kochenour
Janke C. H. Kolff°
William G. and Alice L. Kummer
David S. and Evelyn W. Kunz
Ruth Kurzbauer
Thomas E. and Wendy A. Lacy
Kenneth R. and Cynthia P. Laird
Katharine W. Lamb
Raymond M. Lambert°
Esther R. Landa and Children
Lowell Larson
Dorothy and John Latchum°
Craig V. and Linda M. Lee
Edwin° and Sharon Leigh
David C. Lever
George Wesley Lewis, Jr.
Kathryn Lindquist

Esther L. Linford°
Ruth Lofgren
Ronald B. and Kimberly W. Loomis
James S. Lowrie and Lesley A. Dutemple
Constance K. Lundberg
Dan K. Lundergan and Elizabeth D. Winter
Jane L. Macfarlane
Richard A. Macmillan
Gladys Madsen
T. G. (Bud) and Barbara S. Mahas
Janice L. Mangum
Gaye H. Marrash
L. Scott Marsh
Robert Alan Martin
Robert S. and Cheryl P. Marzec
Carol Masheter
Franklin E. and Katherine E. Massoth
Richard N. and Anita Matthews
Dell V. and Harriet R. McDonald
Diane J. and Robert A. McDonald
David McGuire
John W. McIntyre
Hila L. and Alex° McKasson
Trevor J. McMinn
Sharon R. Meyer
A. Tee and Renae F. Migliori
C. Bruce and Patty T. Miller
Taylor and Michael° Miller
Bruce and Evelyn Mills
Harold W. and Lois F. Milner
Odom W. Modling
Louis A. and Deborah Moench
Michael J. Mooney
Donald M. and Barbara B. Moore
Linda J. Moore
John A. Moran
Planned Gifts

James and Edna (Jerry) Morkin
John K. and Margaret W. Morris
Kenn G. Morris
Royce and Lois Moser
David L. and Terrie K. Moss
George M. Moss, Jr.
Richard D. and Eileen R. Movitz
Richard W. and Frances P. Muir
Walter E. and Karen L. Muir
William J. and Maryanne E. Murray
Lawrence Nabers
Barbara Nash
Sharon E. and Cantril Nielsen
Peggy Norton
Stanislav O’Jack
Carolyn L. Orthner
Anne G. Osborn and Ronald E. Poelman
Steven and Pat Ott
Larry J. and Carol Page
Yen-Ching and Rosaline Pao
Virgil J. and Jacquelyn A. Parker
Thomas N. Parks and Patricia Legant
Janet Parry
Norma and Grant Parsons
Merlin R. Pass
Ralph F. and Mary Lou Peak
Wayne J. Peay
Vern L. and Marilyn Peek
D. Armstrong Penney
Chase N. and Grethe B. Peterson
Neuman C. and Iрева G. Petty
George C. and Anne C. Pingree
J. Fredrick (Toby) and Phyllis Pingree
Agnes M. and Henry P. Plenk
David M. Plews
Valene S. Posey
Sylvia E. Prahl
Alan R. and Carmen Ruth Pratt
Deborah Lee Prescott
Glenn D. Prestwich and Barbara L. Bentley
Mike and Patricia Pretti
Fred Prettner
Shannon Price
G. Ken and Kathy Prothero
Joseph M. and Paula Quagliana
Ronald O. and Eileen M. Ragsdale
Simon Ramo
Alan T. and Arlene O. Rappleye
Patty Reagan
Lawrence and Janice Reaveley
John A. Reed
Alison W. Reeder
Thomas D. and Natalie Rees
Todd A. and Debbie Reid
Frank Renald
Craig P. Rhodes
Joyce T. and Robert L. Rice
S. Grover and Ruth S. Rich
David K. and Sharon P. Richards
Robert O. and Betty Johnson Robertson
John G. and Mary Jo Robinson
Gary W. Rodgers
Hugo and Julia Rossi
McLaren Ruesch
Donald D. and Erika A. Runnels
T. Benny and Gail T. Rushing
Paul G. Salisbury
Barbara K. Samuels
Steven Samuelsen and Lisa Grove-Samuelsen
Helen F. Sandack
Bertram H. (Bert) and Janet M. Schaap
C. DuWayne and Alice Cannon Schmidt

◊ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
Robert Schocker
James R. and Mary Jo Scott
Keith L. and Louise M. Scott
Robert N. and Clara B. Sears
Ben Seegmiller
Robert W. Sevy
Orion and Marge Sherwood
Wayne and Carol Shields
Joe J. and Lubys M. Shumate
Rocco C. and Marion S. Siciliano
Marjorie C. Singleton
William K. and Elizabeth L. Skinner
Edward F. and Beverly J. Smith
Robert G. Snow
Barbara H. and Frank S. Snyder
Jeff R. Soder
Eunice L. Soper
Katherine L. Soper
Edward G. and Ellen Southwick
M. Paul and Blanche P. Southwick
Edward D. and Carol J. Spurgeon
Jim Stavrakakis
Mary Jayne Stevens
J. Robert and Ann K. Stewart
JoLynda Stillman
John A. and Doris J. Stipech
Dixie S. and Stanford C. (Bud) Stoddard
Gerald B. and Barbara F. Stringfellow
Alan and Kristine Summerhays
Paula M. Swaner
Michelle W. Sweet
Norma K. Swigart
Arthur J. Swindle
Kathleen H. Switzer
David A. and Phyllis K. Symond

Shelagh Talbot-Sinclair
Howard H. Tamai
Norman C. and Barbara L. Tanner
Herta and Lee Teitelbaum
Alice G. Telford
Stephen R. and Valerie Terry
Josephine Zeese Theodore
Jack E. Thomas
Edgar J. Thompson and Carol J. Anderson
Mary E. Thompson
Phyllis A. Haskell and Doug Tims
Adele P. and Allan S Tingey
Wayne F. Tjaden
Arthur and Haru Toimoto
Rolland Tougas
Robert L. and Terrie Treft
Randy and Susan Turpin
Alida W. Tyler
Robert Van Austen
Clark D. and Alice Vanderhoof
Richard F. and Marilyn C. Veazey
Marjorie Y. Volkel
DeForest E. Voss
Stephen C. Voss
Walter W. Wada
Jane S. Wagner
Austin L. and Ruby D. Wahrhaftig
Gerald R. Walter
Susan R. Warshaw
Dorothy B. Watkiss
Lawrence C. and Delores M. Weaver
Rachael Webb
Karen (Mickey) Lang Webster
Inga F. Weil
Jay Reed West
Planned Gifts

Paul G. and Karen Whitby
Dorothy A. White
Kelly and Richard Whitlock
James R. Wilcox and Ethel M. Wilcox
Defusse
Kenneth L. and Mary Williams
Beth P. and Donald J. Wilson
Marian Robertson Wilson
Ronald Thomas Wilson and
Kris-Tina Apperson
Bill Winstead
Sylvan H. and Maurine C. Wittwer
Harold H. and Joan S. Wolf
James B. and Caroline V. Wood
Gordon R. Woodhouse
E. Ileene Worsley
Herbert A. and Pat Wright
Corinne N. and Earl M. Wunderli
Grant A. Young
Lawrence D. Young
Earl F. Zagrodnik
Paul L. Zimmerman
Edward J. and Marelynn W. Zipser
Robin Zito

◊ Deceased donors (listed if the University of Utah continues to receive support from their foundation, trust, or estates).
Together We Reach: The Campaign for the University of Utah offers an unprecedented opportunity to help ensure a bright and strong future for the U and its students. You may choose to make a single gift, spread your contributions over a period of time, or choose a deferred giving option. Your gifts are deeply appreciated, and we will steward them with care.

Cash, Check, or Money Order
Send a check or money order or hand-deliver cash to:
Development Office
The University of Utah
540 Arapeen Drive, Suite 250
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108-1238

Credit Card
You may make a gift online at umarket.utah.edu/development or by phone at (801)581-3720, or (800) 716-0377.

Payroll Deduction
University of Utah employees can participate in Together We Reach by authorizing payroll deductions. These post-tax deductions will be made each pay period for the number of months specified.
To sign up for payroll deduction, please call (801) 581-3720.

Securities
Gifts of appreciated securities make especially attractive contributions and may offer you capital gains tax incentives when they have been held long term.
For gifts of securities, please notify the Development Office by a letter of intention outlining the specifics of the gift, area to be supported, and method of transfer. If the stock is held in your brokerage account it can often be transferred directly to a University of Utah account.
When the university receives notification, it will promptly contact your banker or broker to arrange disposition of the securities. If your contribution is a closely held stock or a mutual fund, please contact the Development Office for information regarding the acceptance process for these types of gifts.
Memorial and Honor Gifts
Honor or remember a friend or loved one with the gift of learning — make a contribution to the University of Utah. The honorees or their families will be notified of your gift to their favorite U program.

For further information, please call Development Services at (801) 581-3720, or (800) 716-0377, or email ugive@admin.utah.edu.

Corporate Matching Gifts
With matching gifts, you can sometimes double or even triple your gift. Many employers sponsor matching gift programs and will match charitable contributions made by their employees. Please note that some companies match gifts made by retirees and/or spouses.

Please contact your company’s human relations office or visit www.matchinggifts.com/utah or email matching.gifts@admin.utah.edu.

Planned Gifts
The University of Utah welcomes your deferred or planned gifts. These gifts may take the form of bequests, charitable gift annuities, charitable remainder trusts, property, pooled income funds, charitable lead trusts, retirement plans, life insurance policies, and many more.

To learn more about the ways a deferred or planned gift may be made, please contact Karin Hardy at (801) 585-6220, or email her at karin.hardy@utah.edu.

Corporate and Foundation Gifts
Each year, corporate and foundation gifts make a critical difference. To learn more about how your company or foundation can be part of this effort, please contact Cheri Daily at (801) 581-5926, or cheri.daily@utah.edu, or Matt Kitterer at (801) 585-9847, or matt.kitterer@admin.utah.edu.
Our goal is to express our gratitude to all those named in this edition of the University of Utah Annual Donor Report. Despite our best efforts, however, errors sometimes occur. In that event, we would appreciate being notified. Also, please call the University of Utah Development Office at (801) 581-6825 or (800) 716-0377 if you have questions about various giving options.

Fred C. Esplin  
Vice President for Institutional Advancement  
(801) 581-6825

Carla Flynn  
Associate Vice President for Development  
(801) 585-1438

Elese J. Adams  
Director, Development Publications  
(801) 581-4136

Alison L. Anker  
Director, Development Services  
(801) 585-0745

Dawn Aoki  
Director, Finance and Administration  
(801) 585-0758

Matt Broadbent  
Regional Development Officer  
(801) 585-3265

Kristina F. Burton  
Executive Director, Development Services  
(801) 581-3723

Ann Clark  
Director, Stewardship  
(801) 581-3725

Cheri Daily  
Director, National Corporate and Foundation Relations  
(801) 581-5926

Marc E. Day  
Director, Donor Relations  
(801) 581-5102

Josh Grant  
Director, Major Gifts  
(801) 581-3727

Karin Hardy  
Director, Planned Giving  
(801) 585-6220

Emily Hurtado  
Manager, Gifts Processing  
(801) 585-0746

Kate Ithurralde  
Manager, Data Integrity Program  
(801) 581-3665

Priya Junnar  
Manager, Development Communications  
(801) 585-0740

Jake Kirkham  
Regional Development Officer  
(801) 587-9588

Matt Kitterer  
Director, Corporate and Foundation Relations  
(801) 587-9588

Roxanne Mashburn  
Director, Information Services  
(801) 585-0123

C. Jeffry Paoletti  
Associate General Counsel for Development  
(801) 581-3726

Jeremy Snow  
Regional Development Officer  
(801) 585-5020

Elizabeth Southwell  
Manager, Planned Giving Marketing  
(801) 585-5950